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Abstract
As D A Schon describes the problem space is not given with the presentation of the design task, but 3
constructed by the designer as he/she invents the moves by which he/she attempts to find solutions.
From such a design process two episodes emerge, the first one comprised of all the moves a de-
signer makes to construct and organize a problem space, and the second one describing how a
designer might navigate through such a problem space in his/her attempt to arrive at solutions. It is
the methods which designers use in these episodes which I define as 'design heuristics'. These can
facilitate the early stages of the design process in several ways. First they can help set up a platform
upon which designers can begin to operate, and which can become the catalyst for further develop-
ment and refinement to occur. Secondly, they help introduce into the problem space any concerns the
designer chooses to address, whether those emerge from site, climate, or other potential factors.
These help to complement programmatic concerns, set up hierarchies, and subsequently help the
designer determine the important aspects of the problem he/she is attempting to address. Thirdly, the
introduction of different 'design heuristics' in both episodes of the design process helps to limit the
range of possible solutions, and therefore eliminate the need for exhaustive search.
In this thesis an iterative process of investigation is carried out in order to gain a better understanding
into the nature of different'design heuristics' and examine the potential for the development of a tool
that can facilitate their implementation. Different categories of rules are introduced in an attempt to
create an environment where design operations, independant of particular design problems, can be
identified. Rules such as the grid, line, and boundary are implemented to investigate concepts of
alignment, articulation, and envelope respectively. A random generator is used upon which these
rules are superimposed, allowing for a better understanding of the potential and limitations of single
rules, or combinations of them. The careful evaluation of a series of experimental products gave rise
to a series of concepts that could be critical in the development of an appropriate tool offering more
insight as to how one should proceed next. Introducing Ilexibility' for each one of these rules allowed
for the development of hierarchies of importance among the different heuristics a designer might
choose to apply.'Directional constraints'for each of the rules emerged as critical allowing the develop-
ment of different variants from each one of the rules described above.The grid for example could have
different constrains in any one of its three axis. The 'sequence' by which these rules are applied
emerged as important in the articulation of each one of these rules. The rule applied first would have
to compromise the most following the application of subsequent rules. The careful study of products
utilizing different variations of such concepts gave better insight as to how these concepts might be
further developed and also allowed for new ones to emerge. Furthermore an attempt is made to
address both episodes described above by defining a stage of 'generation' followed by a stage of
'post-generation control'. A collection of such concepts can begin to clarify some of the operations
that are part of the design activity, setting up the ground for the development of a design tool that
facilitates the application of heuristics in the early stages of the design process.
Thesis Co-Supervisor: William Porter
Norman B. Muriel Leventhal Professor of Architecture
and Planning
Thesis Co-Supervisor: George Stiny
Professor of Architecture
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Introducing design heuristics
heu.ris.tic \hyu.-'ris-tik\ aj [G heuristisch, fr. NL heuristicus, fr. Gk heuriskein to disciover; akin to Olr fu-ar I have found:
serving to guide, discover, or reveal; specif : valuable for empirical research but unproved or incapable of proof
It is important that we arrive at creative and
novel ideas that can be adaptive to reality
and also communicated to others. Equally as
important are the methods which guide the
designer in the process of invention. Such
methods can be classified under the title of
'design heuristics', the purpose of which is
to offer guidance, serve to discover, or re-
veal.
Introducing different'design heuristics'in thej
early stages of the design process can be.
critical for three reasons. First they can help'
set up a platform upon which designers car
begin to operate, and which can become thel
catalyst for further development and refine-|
ment to occur. Secondly they help introduce
into the problem space any concerns the
designer chooses to address, whether those
emerge from site, climate, or other potential
factors. These help to compliment programi
matic concerns, set up hierarchies, and sub
sequently help the designer determine the
important problems he/she is attempting to
address. Thirdly, the introduction of different
'design heuristics' in the early stages of the
design process helps to limit the range of
9
possible solutions, therefore eliminating the
need for exhaustive search.
In an attempt to create an environment that
would facilitate the study of such design
operations a selection of rules is intro-
duced. Some examples of these that will be
examined in the investigations to follow are
the'grid', which can be used as a guide for
articulation, the'line'which can help in the
alignment of different elements, and the
'envelope'which can help restrict the
positioning of elements in desired
locations. These are represented through
abstract geometric shapes whose position
within the working space is determined by
the designer.
From such an investigation concepts can
emerge that help to clarify the design
process as it stands free from the complex-
ity of particular design problems. These
can help in the development of tools that
are flexible enough to facilitate the
implementation of 'design heuristics'in a
multiplicity of design applications.
.-.----.-t----...--.---.--------.-..-...--.-..-.-.--....--.-----.----.-...--.-..--..---...-.--...-.
D E S G N
N 0 U I R Y
G R 0 U P
Inventing a design tool The first intuitive
move was to use pre-defined rules to try and
control the positioning of randomly generated
primitives. Both the type of primitive gener
ated, and the rules superimposed could be
determined by the designer. The first primi
tives generated were boxes of random size,
each one constructed out of two random
points. Random generations of these became
the means by which rules could become vis1
ible. The first rule defined was also a box
which assumed the role of the boundary
within which generations should occur. Both
extremes were made available in the level of
control the designer could choose. Primitives
could be positioned randomly, or restricted
within the limits of the boundary. A number
chosen by the user from a pre-defined range
determined the level of effect the rule had on
the generations. All intermediate stages be-:
tween the two extremes were also possible.|
As a result the first user interface emerged.|
The desire to introduce more rules gave rise
to a few important questions. What are the
affordances of different rules with respect to
the desires of different designers? Would they
inherently promote some processes while
inhibiting others? A decision was made to first
define rules which are likely to be utilized by
the majority of designers, and then ingest
those with various levels of flexibility, both in
terms of location of the primitives, and in
terms of the effect that those might have on
the shaping of the different primitives.
A reclangle defined by the user determines the range
within which the values chosen by the random
generalor should lie. On the left no flexibility is
allowed in the application of ihe rule. On the right
more flexibility allows for points to lie outside the
boundary, However points are within an appropriate
distance from the rectangle depending on the value
for flexibility the user has assigned.
In the process described above the
different primitives were generated within
the assigned box but no rules determined
their arrangement within the box. As a
result there was an attempt to invent ways
with which the designer could control
these.
When a designer uses a computer
software to construct primitives three
variables need to be identified, the type,
location, and size of primitive. If multiple of
these generations were to occur, the
designer can use these three variables to
define relationships among the different
primitives generated. Using the example of
the bounding box, generations within the
box could arrange themselves on a grid
pattern, or determine height from ground
with respect to their size.
Furthermore, rules can be combined to
derive new ones. An example would be a
center of gravity defined by a sphere,
combined with the articulation of genera-
tions on a plane. Combining the two
together might give rise to an articulation of
generations on a curved plane, positioned
between the sphere and the plane, the
exact curvature and position of the curved
plane determined by the level of impor-
tance assigned to each one of the two
rules.
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Rules whcih are used to arrange the differ-
ent primitives can be sub-divided into two ma-
jor categories. A selection of rules can be
grouped under the title of 'external opera-
tions'. These are rules which determine the
positioning of multiple generations with re-
spect to an external system or geometry.The
line of articulation can be one example, where
it can align primitives irrespective of their
geometry and size. A second set of rules can
be grouped under the title of 'associations'.
These are more dependent on the geometry
of the primitives in their operation and deter-
mine the positioning of subsequent genera-
tions by extracting information from previ-
ously generated primitives. Using one of the
points from the previous generation as a
starting point for the next would be one ex-
ample of 'association'. It is important to note
that there is no clear distinction in the
affordances of these two categories since
certain patterns can be achieved using ei-
ther one of these rules. For example using a
line parallel to the x-axis to align primitives
can also be achieved by repeatedly using the
y-value of the immediately previous genera-
tion.
Introducing random generations allowed the
designer to assign limits on some variables
using the rules described above, while allow-
ing others the freedom for different alterna-
ives. Intermediate stages were also possible
in the degree of effect the rules had on the
generations. Such a process would always
result in a visual product for evaluation, a vi-
sual representation of both the restrictions
the designer has defined before its genera-
tion, and those randomly chosen by the com-
puter.
Introducing such flexibilities was part of an
intention to disengage the early stages of
the design process from the less critical
decisions that can slow down or hinder the
expression of intuitive thoughts. By
providing an immediate and approximate
product representing the designers first
thoughts, it allowed an early on evaluation
of the whole. Furthermore, it allowed the
designer to investigate the affordances of
single rules or combinations of them.
Different combinations of rules could give
rise to very informative products, particu-
larly when the effect of combining different
rules is hard to visualize.
Introducing some of the operations
described above, gives rise to a series of
questions. What is the constructive unit by
which these rules are expressed, or
become visible, is it the square, the
triangle, or the circle? Can all rules be
applicable to all geometries, or would those
need to be flexible enough to accommo-
date the different types of primitives.
The square primitive To facilitate the
development of additional rules, the limits
of a working space and the type of
primitive to be used needed to be identi-
fied. Any number randomly chosen remains
within the range of 0 to 32000, these limits
defined by the affordances of the software
used. When three values are combined a
point is identified within a square space of
side 32000. Subsequently this space
begins to operate as the working environ-
ment in the x-y-z.
-1
However, any points chosen by the computer
remain invisible until an object is attached.|
Responding to the geometry of the working
environment and the previous experiment
carried out so far, the square was chosen as
the most appropriate primitive.The next step
was to translate that point into a square ol
side 1000, a reasonable dimension within a
space of 32000. The square could then op-
erate as a building block from which other
rules could emerge.
Before moving further one needs to pause.
and question the influence of a pre-defined
primitive on the kinds of rules developed
Choosing the square certainly channels the
process into the development of rules that
can afford its geometry. For example a grid
would be the more effective geometric pat-
tern for articulating squares in such a way so
that they share faces. For the same reason a
triangle might need a triangular grid to re-
spond to versus a square grid. However, even
though different geometries might be more
appropriate for different primitives, they all
share the idea of articulating the positioning
of different shapes using the appropriate geo-
metric patterns. Succeeding to affect the ran-|
domly generated squares to respond to a grid
might later allow the development of a library'
of different geometric patterns and primitives
that designers are able to choose from.
Introducing associations After succeeding
to randomly generate squares within the lim-
its of a working space the desire emerged to|
define associations among the different primi-
tives, therefore generating desirable patterns.
The squares were positioned within a range
of 0 to 32000 and had a dimension of 1000.
A cluster of squares generated using one of the eight
points of the previous generation as a starting point
for the next square. A list that includes the positions of
previous generations and that is continuously updated
prevents the repetition in the positioning of
subsequent squares.
Their positioning appeared random but yet
evenly scattered. The first intuitive gesture
was to invent a way by which each
subsequent generation of a square had
some proximity to the previous generation.
A simple way to achieve that was to share
a point among squares. Subsequently one
of the eight points which defined the
square was randomly selected as the
source of the next generation. The choice
was quite arbitrary since no driving force
was present for choosing one over the
others. To avoid immediate repetition of
squares, the direction of generation was
dependent on the point that was chosen.
Therefore the generations occurred in the
opposite direction from the point of the
previous square that was chosen. However,
there was still a probability of repeating the
positions of primitives generated before the
last generation. Creating a list that was
updated with each generation with a value
representing the position of each genera-
tion is one way to remedy such a problem.
1 2 ............................ .
A pattern of squares generated using 'point' and 'di-
rection'rules.The first rule allows the designer to choose
a point form the previous square as the starting poin for
the next generation.The second rule allows the designer
to determine the direction of the next generation.
A subsequent step was to incorporate more
flexibility in the direction of generation. This
provided the user with two new variables.The
first one determined which one of the eight
points from the preceding square would be
the source for the next generation, and the
second allowed control of its direction. The
second variable only had seven alternatives
since an eighth generation would result in the
repetition of the preceding square. So each
one of the eight points that could be selected
for the next generation, had seven alterna-
tives for direction.
Combining the eight alternatives for a point
and the seven alternatives for direction and
positioning of the next generation, can allow
for multiple patterns to occur.A sequence can
be specified that determines various combi-
nations of 'point' and 'direction', and which
can subsequently be repeated to try and
achieve desirable, or even unpredictable at
times, patterns.
The first interface was developed that
included three variables. The first deter-
mined the number of generations desired.
The second and third determined the
values of'point' and'direction, respectively.
A more elaborate interface could allow the
definition of a sequence assigning a series
of different values to the pair of the last two
variables. A fourth variable could determine
the number of repetitions of such a
sequence.
Scaling the square After proximity was
achieved and different patterns could be
generated, the desire for different in-
stances of the square arose. Subsequently
another level of freedom was introduced in
the generation of the squares. A new
variable determined both the x snd y sides
of each one of the squares generated. The
new shapes had square plans of variable
size.
Since the value for this variable was
randomly chosen for each square, it could
be controlled in the same manner as the
effect of the 'boundary' mentioned in the
preceding section. The user was able,
through the use of an interface, to define a
'range'within which the values for the sides
of the squares should lie. The wider the
range, the greater the variety of squares
generated. The user was able to set an
upper and lower limit but had no control
over the distribution of the different values
within those limits. However, because of
the nature of the random generator the
different sizes appeared to be spread out
evenly, again following the same rules of
'point and 'direction'described in the
preceding section.
Introducing a random process that deter-
mined the sizing of generations might appeal
as a negative step because it introduced an
unpredictable variable, but it allowed the in-
troduction of a'range'as a user defined vari-
able and also allowed for more relationships
to be defined later in the process among the
different 'range'variables, therefore produc-
ing different shape variations which I will de-
scribe next.
Transforming the square After defining a
new variable that produced squares of dif-
ferent sizes, the next step was to replace this
variable by three child ones, each one defin-
ing the dimension in the three respective axis,
As a result the shapes generated were nc
longer squares but boxes of varying sizes.
The process of decomposing one variable
into three different ones and introducing more
flexibility to the shapes generated, was ar
important one. It later allowed the introduc.
tion of relationships of proportion betweer
the three different axis needed to define a
An attempt 1o incorporate a variable for the x and y
dimension. Primitives generated continue to be
square in plan, and maintain the same z dimension.
box. These different'variations'of the boxes
were then divided in groups depending on
the proportional system used to determine
relationships among the three dimensions.
The intuitive desire to work with different
'variations' emerged from the need for
different puzzle pieces that can facilitate
the formation of relationships among them,
and potentially allow the designer to built
up larger systems. Different groups of
'variations'can begin to have selective
responses to any rules that might be
incorporated into such a software. This can
facilitate the formation of local rules that
influence only a particular group of
'variations' that share a chosen character-
istic, or rules that can influence all
'variations' and are defined as more
global. This also opens up the potential for
different associations between groups of
'variations'. For example if a rule is
affecting the organization of a particular
'variation', then other'variations' respond
accordingly to limits that the designer might
have assigned between those two
'variations'. Proximity or alignment might be
two examples of such associations.
Assuming that two groups of 'variations' are
set to align in the x-y plane, moving the
elements of one of the two'variations'to a
point in three dimensions would force the
associated 'variation'to readjust the z value
of its elements.
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Top left: An attempt to introduce three different variables
determining the x y and z dimensions. High flexibility for
all three variables results in a different shape for each
of the primitives generated. Rules of 'point' and 'direc-
tion' were used to keep the primitives together.
Bottom right: A cluster of primitives representing four
different groups of variations.The first three proportion-
ally longer in the x y and z respectively, and the fourth
proportionally longer in all three axis.
These first four groups of 'variations'can bc
described as follows.The first three were rect.
angular boxes with proportionally longer di
mension in the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis re.
spectively. The fourth group was rectangula
boxes with proportionally the same sides, al
assuming the longer dimension of the groupE
mentioned above. To achieve these four dif.
ferent groups, the appropriate sides depend.
ing on the variation generated, were multi.
plied by a factor of eight, a large enough valuE
for variations to be visible.
In an attempt to incorporate a 'range' vari
able that determined the flexibility of the fac4
tor for proportions of different 'variations' i
two stage process emerged. First a numbet
was determined through the use of the ran'
dom
generator operating in the range of one to
four. The product of this operation assumed
the role of the'unif that was multiplied by
eight or one to create the respective
groups. The maximum value of four was
determined with respect to the working
space defined earlier in the process.
Considering that one unit equals 1000, the
side of one square, the product of eight
and four is 32000 which equals the
dimension of the space in which operations
take place. Therefore, the factor for
proportions ranged from eight to thirty-two,
allowing for different extremes in the
representation of the groups of 'variations'.
Introducing such a process gave rise to the
opportunity for inventing different ways with
which designers could control the range of
possible values that the factor for propor-
tions could assume. The first step was to
calculate the difference between the
calculated dimension of a primitive and the
minimum dimension possible depending on
which proportional group it belonged. This
was then divided by ten, the product of
15
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Top: A higher number of generations combining the
four different variations. Even though the four groups
are apparent, high values for flexibility allow for
variations within the groups.
Bottom: The diagram described above viewed from a
different perspective.
which was multiplied by a value from zero to ten chosen by the designer. This was added
:o the minimum distance of eight or one'units' depending on the group. As a result
hnother variable for flexibility was introduced. If set to zero then the primitives generated
had longer sides that were exactly 8000. If set to ten, the maximum value for flexibility, the
longer sides of the boxes generated could assume a value between 8000 and 32000.
Introducing the above flexibility variable gave rise to a different way of determining the
flexibility of a rule. The flexibility of the box enclosing all generations was determining by
scaling the range and redefining the two limits within which generations could occur. If
flexibility was set to zero all generations occurred within the box but their exact value was
still highly unpredictable. In this instance a value could be defined as a constant for one of
the limits. If flexibility was set to zero only the constant limit could be assigned to the
|variable. Subsequently different rules can be defined within the same framework of
flexibility and control as the boundary. For example a rule of alignment on the x-axis
would need a specific point for the positioning of generations in the y direction if flexibility
was set to zero.
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Later three more groups of 'variations' werel
introduced. Each one of the three included
primitives that had proportionally longer di-
mensions in two of the three axis. As a result
more variables were introduced that beguri
to establish relationships among the newl
'variations', and also among old and new.
From the experiments described so far a proi
cess of introducing variables, followed by the
invention of ways to control these is estab-|
lished. A subsequent step would be to use
different rules to examine the affordances ol
these different variables. Introducing such
rules and selectively varying the flexibility valI
ues of their effect, would lead to different ori
ganizations of the primitives, and therefore
allow a more informed evaluation of the po
tential of concepts introduced so far.
Hierarchies of rules Sharing random
points among sequential generations was a
way of keeping the different squares
together. This rule determined the
approximate position of a subsequent
generation by extracting information from
the immediately previous generation. The
positioning of each square within the
working space is also influenced by the
position of the first square generated.
However, no part of this rule allows the
designer to generate desirable and
complex configurations.
If the rules for 'point' and 'positioning'
mentioned earlier are applied through a
user interface determining their values,
various patterns can begin to emerge. This
allows some control on the overall
organization, but those patterns generated
are usually repetitive, therefore eliminating
any possibilities for hierarchies to emerge.
Continuous repetition might be avoided if
long sequences are defined that determine
'point and 'position' but that would defeat
the purpose of defining rules in the first
place, since not enough repetition would be
present for any appropriate rules to be
applied. Furthermore, it does not compen-
sate for the fact that generations can only
be determined using the immediately
previous ones.
The rules described above both share the
characteristic of determining the position-
ing of subsequent generations based on a
single point. It is rules such as these which
are defined as low-level in this investiga-
tion.
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After defining the different groups of 'varia-|
tions'a higher level of control could be intro;
duced where the positioning of the next
square generated was dependent not only|
on the immediately previous one, but also|
on the positioning of the last generation of a
primitive that belonged to its group. One ex
ample would be the alignment of squares o
the same group on a common plane, the spe"
cific plane chosen by the designer.
It is rules of this kind which can be defined
as higher level; the subsequent generations
are dependent on more than a single point.|
Depending on the 'associations' among inl
dividual primitives, and also among primitives|
belonging to a particular group, the designer
could begin to intuitively guide the genera-i
tions into desirable configurations.
It is important here to note that one has tol
be careful when setting up rules like this so
that they are flexible enough to allow for the
Top left: An example implementing only one
type of rule in the positioning of primitives.
Since subsequent generations are dependent
only on a point from the immediately previous
generation the overall pattern appears to be
very sequential in its generation.
Botton right: An example implementing two,
types of rules in the positioning of primitives.
The positioning of subsequent generations is
dependant on two points, one derived from the
immediately previous generation and another
derived from the previous generation belonging
to the same group,
input of different users. The associa-
tions between the different primitives
should not respond to any pre-
existing notions of constructing a
building. However, those are neces-
sary to begin to set up a system
which can later be infused with more
flexibility.
A higher lever of complexity begins to
emerge when the different primitives
generated begin to relate not only to a
sequence of construction but also to
an independent system of generation
that is only applicable to the particular
group the primitves belong to. As a
result an output is created that is a
result of two conflicting generating
rules, one derived from the system as
a whole and another one which is a
result of the independent systems
generated by each one of the groups.
EIII
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Two levels of rules have been identified. The
first level operating on the generations se
quentially. The second level affecting the ar-
ticulation and organization of groups.
Conflicts would emerge when both levels
operate together on a single configuration
One example would be trying to align all ele
ments with the x-z plane while the elements
of a group are meant to align on the x-y plane
Subsequently, in an attempt to eliminate such
conflicts, the concept of flexibility described
so far was used to assign different values
determining the level of effect of the different
rules. Varying these values assigns different
levels of importance to the different rules, rei
sulting in different configurations. From this
another level of control arises where the imI
portance of each individual group of varial
tions on the product can be controlled.
The two levels of rules described so far fall
under the category of 'associations'. A third
level of rules can be ones which operate on
an external geometry, independent of the
primitves generated. The 'boundary' dei
scribed in the previous sections is one exl
ample of such a rule. These can be applied
to all primitves or indivdual groups. The first
two levels of rules have been experimented
with so far.The third will be further developed
later in the process.
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Degrees of freedom Two general
categories for determining the flexibility of
rules have been identified so far. It is
important at this point to take a step back
and articulate their importance in making
available the various levels of control that a
designer can utilize during the design
process, and the role these have assumed
in this particular experiment.
The first category revolves around the
ability of the designer to choose which
particular rules should be implemented.
What this allowed was the generation of a
product that could only be described by the
rules defined by the designer. The more
rules present in a configuration, the less
degrees of freedom, and as a result the
more predictable the outcome.
The second category for identifying
flexibility includes variables that can
determine the degrees of freedom of a rule
and therefore its effect on the generations.
The higher the variable, the less significant
is the effect of the particular rule on the
final configuration. The designer has the
opportunity to specify different values for
different rules. As a result some rules can
have more degrees of freedom than others.
It is important to note that some rules could
have more than one value determining its
degrees of freedom, a feature which could
offer more flexibility to the designer. The
grid might be one example where a
different value can be assigned for each
one of the three axis.
Top: An example with higher degrees of freedom in the
x-axis for the positioning and shaping of primitives. Even
though primitives are still generated in clusters they are
not attached to previous generations.
Bottom: A 3-d representation of the diagram described
above.
EJ
The value of flexibility for the second category
can range from zero to ten, the higher the
value the more degrees of freedom a rule
has. If a value of ten is assigned the rule has
no effect on the generations, where as zerol
forces all generations to fully obey the par-I
ticular rule. Combining different rules and
assigning flexibility values to each rule be-
gins to allow for hierarchies of rules tol
emerge, where some become more
important in the final configuration than
others. Furthermore, new rules can
emerge from such combinations, minimiz-
ing the number of rules necessary to
achieve desirable solutions.
It is important to note that introducing
degrees of freedom presents to the
designer the extremes which are available
to him/her and all the stages in between.
Making those extremes more visible sets
up more opportunities for determining the
importance of different rules in the
generations, and therefore makes it easier
to begin to set hierarchies in the implemen-
tation of any rules the designer might have
chosen.
Some concerns come to mind from such a
model. If a tool is created that accommo-
dates the first category of rules it would
need to offer to the designer a selection of
rules from which he/she would be able to
choose from. What rules should such a tool
make available to the designer? Secondly,
how flexible are these rules in the hands of
the designer? What is the interplay
between choice of rule and flexibility of
rule?
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Top left: The different groups for variations become
more visible as they are assigned different shades
while generated. Degrees of freedom in three axis are
set to higher limit, making the primitives more visible.
Bottom right: This organization appears more
compact since no degrees of freedom in the three
axis were allowed for the positioning of primitives.
Rules for alignment and articulation become more
evident.
One can argue that the more able a designer is to customize these rules to his/her needs
in a particular situation the less critical it becomes which are those rules that the tool can
afford. If such a statement is true then one would have to define categories that can
begin to group the different kinds of rules. Some of these categories of rules that
designers might utilize are: alignment, articulation, and enclosure. These could emerge
out of a particular design problem and may or may not aid the designer in arriving at
desirable solutions. The'line', the'grid', and the'box' can be visual representations of
such categories. The'line'can become one vehicle through which alignment can be
implemented, the'grid'can facilitate the use of articulation, and the'box' can begin to
function as an enclosure.
Allowing different degrees of freedom for the same rules can result in products that are
different, even if the same rules are continuously reapplied. These different products can
be suggestive of what the designer is attempting to achieve, presenting both the
restrictions and degrees of freedom assigned before the generations occur. Several
schemes can be considered using the same rules, always allowing for the revaluation of
the different variables and for different limits to be considered.
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Besides allowing for degrees of freedom the
introduction of the above variables allows thel
generations to proceed even if the designer
was not able to accurately define all parami
eters that are needed to define a predictable|
product. The computer would still produce al
specified number of generations introducin:
a degree of randomness where values have
not been identified. As the process is pro-!
gressing the articulation of the generations|
can be progressively refined, with designer
always investigating the effect of different
values for the remaining variables.
Following the set of rules described so far, al
new level of freedom was introduced in the
positioning of the elements. This operated
within the same framework of the operationsl
determining the proportions and shaping ofi
different elements. After the point for the next
generation was determined, degrees of free
dom were introduced in the three axis. This
meant that the next generation did not have
to adhere to this previous one if the designer
chose so. Furthermore the designer was able
to determine the levels of freedom and in
which axis those occurred. Relationships as-
sociating the different degrees of freedom
could be defined.These could force the gen!
erations into different densities in the appro-
priate directions achieving the desired pro-l
portions.
An example with higher degrees of freedom in the
shaping of the primitives in the y and z direction. No
degrees of freedom were allowed in the x direction
resulting in equal values for the width of all primitives
belonging to the same group.
The intent for such a move was to offer to
the designer more opportunities for intuitive
manipulations on the product generated. It
became more suggestive and less rigid.
Each element that was part of the
configuration could appear less integrated
with the whole, and more distinct as a
separate entity. Such a gesture could make
designers more aware of the number of
pieces they have at their disposal,
hopefully opening more avenues for
refinement and expression of ideas through
the re-evaluation of such products.
Investigations so far have evolved around
the definition of rules that affect both the
positioning and shaping of generations.
Different rules have been defined, some of
which are sequential and depend on the
immediately previous generations, while
others are more retrospective and evaluate
both immediate and distant generations
belonging to the same group. Flexibility
values have been incorporated, both in the
shaping of single elements and how they
relate to each other with respect to their
positioning. As a result the predictability of
configurations can vary, depending both on
the number of rules the designer defines,
and the flexibility values incorporated.
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Three diagrams with different degrees of freedom in
the shaping of the primitives in the three axis.
Post-generation control So far I have de,
scribed the operations carried out before the
generation are allowed to occur. After they
occur another group of operations is intro-
duced where the designer is allowed to ma-
nipulate the output through a series of op-
erations where transformations or translal
tions can be grouped and executed on muli
tiple objects simultaneously. For example a
line of registration can be identified where a
number of previously selected objects can
be translated to simultaneously.
A choice is incorporated where the designer
can transform single elements individually or
groups of 'variations' behaving as a single
object. Functions have been defined whic-
group elements of similar proportions as
those are generated. Different functions al-
low the'ungrouping' and'regrouping'of these
primitives allowing the designer to quickly
switch from single elements to proportional
groups.
Scaling or moving are two of the more
traditional transformations which can be
utilized at this stage. To facilitate the
intuitive use of such functions the center
points of both, individual elements and
groups of 'variations' are determined and
continuously updated as those are
generated. For example when a user picks
one element for scaling or moving its
center point is the default reference point
for such transformations, unless the user
chooses to define an alternative point of
his/her choice. If an entire group is picked
its center point is the center of all its
elements. For example if a group consists
of eleven square box aligned on the same
lime, the center point of the group would be
the center point of the sixth square.
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An interface was developed to facilitate the
implemenetation of these operations. For
example a button that is part of such an in-
terface can ungroup the different groups oi
'variations' so that transformations can be
carried on individual elements. Pressing the
same button can re-group those elements o-
that particular group so they can be trans.
formed as one object. What this offers is ar
efficient way of determining what the puzzlee
pieces are that the designer would like tc
have at his/her disposal, a choice which is
made available throughout the entire proceSE
of post-generation control.
The random generator as a tool Use of th
random generator was very useful in the pro-
cess of defining rules for associations and
subsequently testing them. Since the random
generator could only respond to the rules
which had been defined, it became a very
propagative tool for exploring the possibili-
ties that pre-defined rules could afford, and
also present the need for more rules if thosE
were deemed necessary. Multiple genera-
tions using the same rules, gave better in.
side as the affordances of particular asso-
ciations, presenting both their potential and
limitations. Updated selection of rules coulc
also be tested, leading to a process of con-
tinuously refining the final product until only
one configuration was possible. It is impor-
tant to note that the higher the flexibility oi
rules tested, the greater number necessary
to generate a predictable product. For ex-
ample a function that randomly picks one oi
the eight points of a square could need up to
three rules to select a predictable point, each
one determining on which half of the squars
the chosen point needs to lie.
Top: An example of post-generation control. The grid
is applied to a number of elements chosen by the
designer using a selection box. The center of each
one of those elements is the default reference point.
The designer however has the option to define
aternative ones.
Bottom: A second example of post-generation control
that uses a rectangular boundary to simultaneuously
align elements the designer has chosen. The
elements are able to detect which direction to move
and align on the center line of the boundary. Again
the center of each one of those elements is the
default reference point.
Using random generations to isolate rules
allows the carefully study of their effect on
the final product. Such a methodology
might begin to better inform the designer
as to the possibilities that a rule might be
able to afford. This can offer some intuitive
understanding as to the effect of a rule on
the whole. Furthermore it clearly articulates
the restrictions that a rule might impose on
the final product and also suggests the
degrees of freedom that might still be
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available after the rule is applied. As a result
a process is established where more and
more rules are introduced and where their
implications are investigated both on an iso-
lated and integrated level, combined with the
other multiplicity of rules already present.
Parametric variations as form generator
Once enough rules are present to define a
predictable product, then the levels of flex-
ibility which have already being identified can
be utilized to generate, not different paramet-
ric variations but different configurations by
assigning different levels of importance to
each of the rules that have helped create the
final product. As a result the parametric varia-
tions of the rule's effect leads to different ar-
rangements in he positioning of the different
primitives. A simple example of this would be
the line, where its influence can lead to
aligned generations or more scattered ones.
The same applies for the grid where primi-
tives can be generated on the grid or close
to it.One important observation emerges.The
parametric variations mentioned so far and
combinations of them, determine the posi-
tion of the generations and not the dimen-
sions or shape of the elements generated.
Since the position of each individual element
is affected the shape of the complete group
of elements varies accordingly.
Sequence of line and grid As a away of
developing further the above ideas two
rules were developed, one where all the
generations were happening on a specified
grid, and the other where they generated
on a line. To allow the development of the
code for such a tool the elements gener-
ated were simplified by limiting the
generations to boxes of equal size. No
associations were defined among the
generations allowing the development of
rules external to the properties of single
elements.
First the'grid'was developed where the
centers of the squares lied on the coordi-
nates of a specified grid. Also a flexibility
factor was introduced where different
values for flexibility had different effect on
how much those generations responded to
the grid. These varied from zero to ten
where zero meant that they completely
ignored the grid and ten generated exactly
on the grid. Since the grid operated on two
axis two different variables were defined
making flexibilities in each of the two axis
independent.
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Bottom lefi: An example of a random generation of
boxes of equal size with length 1000 within the
space of 32000*32000. At this instance all objects
have equal z values.
Bottom right: In this instance a line has been
introduced into the space that attracts the
generations according to the flexibility value
assigned by ihe designer. Different values result in
different formations.
The same parameters were applied to the line again where the generations either
occurred on the line or close it, or even completely ignored it depending on the value the
User inputs. However, only one variable for flexibility was assigned for this rule that
evaluated coordinate values for both axis.
|A subsequent step was to combine the two different rules and produce only one outcome.
Pifferent flexibility values could be defined for those variables mentioned above so one of
the two rules could be completely ignored, or even both. Different combinations of these
variables led to different ways of clustering the generations, both in terms of density and
location.
One important variable which emerged out of these studies was the importance of
sequence by which all these rules were applied. If the grid was applied second the
squares did appear to primarily respond to an underlaid grid with a configuration that was
responding to a line. If the grid was applied first the outcome was completely responding
to the line and the influence of the grid was apparent in the equal spacing between those
squares on the line.
The line, as it is defined in such a tool is the product of two points chosen by the designer.
It is of an infinite length and so it affects all generations within the working space defined
early on in the process. The grid extends to the limits of the working space also affecting all
generations if chosen to. As a result the combination of two affect all generations, leading to
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Top: An example of the generations responding to the
grid. The flexibility value was set to zero so all genera-
tions are very precise in their placement with the grid.
Bottom: Three different examples showing possible in-
teractions between line and grid. The grid has two vari-
ables for flexibility and the line one. Different combina-
tions of the three can result in different formations.
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the different clusters that are always framedby the limits of the working space. The next
intuitive move would to invent ways with whictlthose clusters could assume their own
boundaries within the working space.
One concern comes to mind when a designer
uses such a tool to represent early ideas. Thell
conscious choice of specific rules inherently'
predisposes the designer to a clear undeNI
standing of the processes behind the prod21
uct generated. Does this imply a certain
amount of predictability? And would such
awareness of the underlying processes
contradict the more traditional ways with
which designers present those first intuitive
ideas? It is certainly true that at this stage
of experimentation such an argument can
be a valid ways of criticism. However, if
more rules such as the above were
present, and their application and interac-
tion process became more difficult to
scientifically comprehend, wouldn't the
designer need to attain an intuitive
understanding as to how these might
operate when a multiple number of them is
combined? That would certainly lead to
more surprising results which would often
be the result of a combination of conscious
decisions. It would become a way of
combining and making visible initial ideas
so as to allow the designer to enter a stage
of evaluation and refinement. Couldn't this
be a model for expressing early and
intuitive ideas, while allowing for multiple
ways of interpretation?
The line, as it is defined in such a tool is
the product of two points chosen by the
designer. It is of an infinite length and so it
affects all generations within the working
space defined early on in the process. The
grid extends to the limits of the working
space also affecting all generations if
chosen to. As a result the combination of
two affect all generations, leading to the
different clusters that are always framed by
the limits of the working space. The next
intuitive move would to invent ways with
which those clusters could assume their
own boundaries within the working space.
Boundary To introduce more control in the
application of the 'line' and 'grid'the
'boundary' is introduced again. It is of a
rectangular shape and only operates in the
x and y direction. The designer defines the
boundary by picking two diagonal points
within the working space previously
defined.
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.op: in this instance the flexibilily factor for the line is
set to zero and for the grid to ten. As a result the
generations respond to the line but no the grid. It is
also evident that the spacing between generations i
uneven. This is a result of the randorn positioning of
primitives before they respond to the line.
Middle: In this instance the grid is precding the line so
the spacing between the generations rernains
constant. The divisions of the grid helped to art culate
the positioning of primitives before they responded to
the line. All values for flexibility were set to zero.
Bottom: In this instance the line is preceding the grid,
The primitives were first positioned on the line and
then translated to the nearest node on the grid.
Consequently the effect otthe line is compromised so'
that primitives can respond to the grid.
It operates by translating generations
accordingly from their initial positioning in
the working space into the area defined by
the two points the designer has picked.
The translation is proportional, meaning
that generations occurring within the
working space would be translated
proportionally into the area of the bound-
ary. Configurations forced into the
boundary in a smaller scale, remain the
same as they would have been without the
boundary. For example only generations
that were at the edge of the working space
would appear at the edge of the boundary.
The flexibility variable is implemented here
too. If set to zero all generations occur
within the boundary. If set to ten the
boundary is ignored. All stages in between
are also implemented with the generations
moving closer to the boundary as the
flexibility value decreases. The path they
follow is one that joins the initial value of
the generations to the center of the
boundary.
Supplementing all the functions mentioned
above, a new way of manipulating the rule
is introduced. The user has the choice of
either choosing the boundary to'include'or
'exclude'. If chosen to'include'it operates
as described above. If chosen to'exclude'
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Top left: In this first example the flexibility values for line
and boundary are set to zero and for the grid to ten.
Consequently the line and boundary guide all genera-
tions. Rules are applied sequentially with the genera
tions first responding to the line and followed by the
boundary. As a result the line is compromised for all
generations to occur within the boundary.
Top right: All flexibility values are set to zero therefore
making all three rules active. Since the grid is last in
sequence it is clearly implemented compromising the
line and boundary rules to a small extent.
Bottom left: A first example where the line is set outside|
the boundary. From the diagram it is clear that everi
though the generations occur within the boundary they
still respond to the line, therefore assuming a linear ars|
rangement within the specified rectangle.The sequence
remains the same as the previous examples and the
grid is not implemented.
Bottom right: This is the same example as the previous
maintaining the same sequence and flexibility values
with the only different that the grid is implemented at
the end.
with a flexibility value of zero all genera-
tions occur outside the boundary. If set to
operate with a value of ten the boundary is
ignored as in any of the previous rules
discussed so far. The configurations remain
the same again, only they are adjusted
accordingly depending on the position of
the boundary and its flexibility factor.
The choices described above give rise to
another concept in the manipulation of
rules; The potential to utilize the graphical
representation of a rule, in this instance the
box, and superimpose onto it a variety of
functions. Incorporating the ability to
'exclude'on the box allows it to operate in a
negative manner, infusing the shape of the
box with more potential in the operations it
can afford.
It is important to note that different graphic
rules have different affordances as to the
number different functions that can be
superimposed onto them. Since the
boundary, not only defines two areas that
E~1 00030 0 0
can be utilized to define different functions, i1
can also be used to define a center, some-
thing which cannot be defined on an infinite
line or a grid. The center can then be utilizec
as a magnet for the generations, attractinc
or repelling them depending on the flexibilitb
values the designer has assigned.
Boundary + line + grid At the next level the
boundary, line and grid are combined. The
square boxes generated are maintained the
same size while several investigations are
carried out. Different configurations are gen
erated by varying the flexibilities of each one
of the three rules in an alternating fashion
Positioning of the different rules within thE
working space and their different combina
tions were tested. Combinations of the 'line
and'boundary' were investigated in both over
lapping and discrete situations. The differen
tests carried out include the manipulation o
flexibility factors and the sequence of apply
ing these rules.
One important experiment was the combina
tion of a boundary and an overlapping line
Setting the 'boundary' to exclude and mak.
ing both the boundary and line active, resultec
in a cluster of generations that adhered to
the line, but that was divided into two parts,
leaving the inside area of the boundary
empty. This can be an example of combin-
ing external rules to arrive at unique
configurations, beyond the affordances of
associations between generations.
What has proven to be of surprising
importance in these investigations is the
frequent unpredictability of generations. At
numerous occasions, and after setting up
the desired variables, the final products
failed to meet the expectations of an
envisioned product. The majority of times it
was due to a surprising insufficiency of
appropriate rules. The realization followed
that a lot of the rules later deemed
necessary for certain configurations were
never considered, not because of their
complexity but for exactly the opposite
reason. They were so obvious, that a lot of
times they were overshadowed by the
seemingly more important ones.
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Top left: Flexibility is set to zero for boundary and ten for
line and grid. Consequently generations occur within
he defined rectangle but ignore the line and grid. Se-
quence is maintained the same as with previous ex-
amples.
Top right: Flexibility for grid is reduced to zero forcing
the articulation of generations with respect to the divi-
sions of the grid. Grid is applied last in sequence.
Oottom left: Boundary is set to 'exclude' with a flexibility
of ten, whereas a flexibility of zero is assigned to the
line and grid.
Pottom right: Boundary is set to'exclude'with a flexibil-
ity value of five. As a result it operates as a magnet for
Ihe generations. Flexibility values for line and grid, and
sequence of rules, are maintained the same as the pre-
vious example.
An important conclusion emerges; It took a
great number of very simple rules to define
operations that could be characterized as
simplistic. Making all the simple rules
explicit was a prerequisite in both identify-
ing operations such as'alignment,
'articulation', and'envelope', and also in
experimenting with the combinations of
these.
Boundary + Line + Grid + Variations So
far the generations have being limited to
simple squares so as to allow a more
objective evaluation of the experiments
described in the preceding sections. The
next step was to attempt to combine the
three external processes defined with the
associations among the different types.
'Boundary', 'Line', and'Grid' are combined
with rules defining types and associations
to lead the investigation to another stage of
development; an attempt to combine rules
that are internal to the generations and
rules that are external. How would one
need to conform to accommodate the
other?
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Top: Boundary set to 'exclude' with a flexibility value
of zero, therefore all generations occur outside the
boundary. Flexibility values for line and arid are set to
ten and zero respectively. As a result the line is has
no effect on the positioning of generations while the
gr id articulates their positioning with respect to its
divisions.
Bottom The flexibility factor for the line is decreased
to zero. Consequently it affects the positioning of all
generations. Since the line is applied before the grid,
Is effect is compromised to allow for the articulation
of the grid.
The grid could begin to assume the role of
associations between the types. Associations 03
that defined location in relationship to other 3 E
elements or types could be complemented,
or even replaced, by associations between |0
the types and grid.Types could be generated
with respect to specific positions on the grid,|
instead of reading information from previously|
generated elements. For example types that 030 030
0 0303303 1had proportionally longer z dimension could
be generated on the points of the grid,|:
whereas types with proportionally longer X
and y dimension could be generated betweer 0 0
points on the grid. Associations between
types can be maintained and later combined
with associations introduced with the grid.
The boundary begins to operate in three di-|
mension defining the zone in the z-direction|
in which those generations should occur.This|:
determines the height of the range of the| I
zone and its positioning.The input is achieved
by clicking on two points in the x-y plane.
Those are then translated into the z-plane
using the x-axis as a representation of the x-
y ground plane.
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A plan of the environment combining the line, bound.
ary, and grid.The square is replaced by groups of varia
tions than can begin to form associations among them
Such associations can influence the positioning anc
shaping of the different variations, in addition to the rulej
of boundary line and grid described so far. I
After defining the rules and the working space
within which they operate, the next step was
to make all working parameters visual. A gric
is constructed according to the units speci-
fied by the users, and onto this grid are vis-
ible the boundary and the line that the de-
signer has specified. It is important to note
that even though they are visible they might
have been specified as inactive and there-
fore have no effect onto the generations.
A choice is implemented where the designei
can specify the spacing of the grid. This in
turn can be associated to the generations oi
not. If the designer chooses to associate, the
size of the types is determined using the
spacing on the grid. If the designer choosee
not to, a choice is given for defining a 'uniti
that determines the sizing of the types.
As a subsequent step several experiments
are carried out to examine different
combinations of the rules described so far.
The two most distinct ones are generations
that occur in horizontal orientations and
others that occur in a vertical orientations.
Different combinations between boundary
and grid can allow the designer to force
generations into desirable directions.
Different alternatives are tried in multiple
orientations with different flexibilities for the
shaping of types and their positioning. The
'boundary', 'grid', 'line'emerge as critical in
the manifestation of the various clusters.
Their different modes of flexibility begin to
be very suggestive of what a designer
might be trying to achieve. Using the
different flexibility variables facilitates the
development of hierarchies of importance
through the different axis and can also
present the level of interaction between the
'grid'and any rules the designer has
chosen to superimpose.
The vertical boundary emerged as a very
important element of control, particularly
when combined with the x-y plane
boundary. It allowed the designer to both
determine a three dimensional space
within which those generations should
occur. Subsequently the designer could
define the appropriate vertical height,
depending on the grid spacing, to deter-
mine number of horizontal levels or force
generations in desired directions.
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No degrres of freedom were allowed for this
generations, both in the shaping and positioning of
the variations. The different elements are generated
responding to the line and boundary the designer has
specified, Furthermore the dimensioning of the
elements is determined by the spacing of the grid, a
value the designer detemines, Generations are high
off the ground since the vertical boundary was set a
a higher level from the grid plane.
.. .. .... ...... m 
Reflecting on the process So far the process has been one of identifying relationships
which might prove useful in the early stages of the design process. These can be made
available to the designer through a process of generation where the designer specifies
rules and flexibility values, followed by a stage of evaluation and refinement where some
of the more traditional transformational functions are utilized.
The products which you have observed so far are not intended to be literal architectural
representations but only a vehicle by which some of the processes critical to the design
activity were first identified and then coded. As a result several concepts have emerged
which can begin to clarify design operations free of the complexity and implications of a
particular design problem. These can be seen as elements of a problem space that
ttempts to explain the design activity as independant from its particular applications.
Such concepts can now become the puzzle pieces that one can work with to try and
invent tools that can be useful to designers in a multiplicity of applications.
A parallel can be drawn between the process of designing such a tool and the process a
designer is engaged with when responding to a particular design problem. It is a two-fold
process where in the first stage a number of major issues are identified through a series
of intuitive moves and the problem space begins to materialize. Relationships can then
begin to emerge among the different elements of such a problem space. These can then
be refined through a process of continuous reevaluation, until a satisfactory product has
emerged. It is important to note that both stages of such a model are equally important.
The first stage can be very critical in determining the degree of innovation that the final
product is able to carry, and the second part can be critical in how such a product can be
refined well enough to become a catalyst for sharing ideas with others.
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Top right: The grid is active and so is the line and the
boundary. Flexibility values for all three were set to zero.
No degrees of freedome were allowed in the shaping
of the elements except in the y direction, something vi-
sually apparent in the generations. As a result a prod-
uct is generated where the vertical lines appear to in-
trude and minimize the visual importance of the longer
axis in the composition. Also the height of the vertical
boundary is higher than previous examples allowing for
two levels of generations to occur.
Bottom left: Degrees of freedom for the shaping of ele-
ments are eliminated in the y direction but increased in
the x direction. Consequently a product is generated
where the longer axis appears more dominating in the
composition. All others rules applied are the same as
the previous example.
This process can also be characterized as one that moves from a small number of
constants and a multiplicity of variables to a stage of no variables. The tool envisioned
here is meant to accommodate and encourage such a process. The problem space is
developed as the designer attempts to express those first intuitive notions. As these are
reevaluated, different relationships emerge from those first ideas, which facilitate the
I
Top left: Defining the boundary in both vetrtical and
horizontal elevations can allow the designer to shape
it accordingly, therefore forcing generations in desired
directions.
Bottom right: The sizing of the grid begins to inform
the proportions of the different groups of primitives.
The designer has the ability to either associate these
to the grid or define an independant dimension. In this
example the divisions of the grid in the y direction are
four times the size of divisions in the x direction.
replacement of variables by constants. Such a process is facilitated by the use of the
random generator to test rules, or combinations of rules. These are evaluated for their
responses and either discarded or incorporated into a pre-existing set of rules. As the
number of rules increases, degrees of freedom decrease accordingly leading to a product
with sufficient number of constrains.
The model described so far might suggests a one way process that always departs with
stage one, the introduction of all questions, and resolves itself with stage two, the
establishment of relationships among the different questions and refinement of those.
However, such a process is not as linear as the above description might suggest. As this
process evolves new issues are introduced which not only help re-evaluate well defined
variables but also introduce new ones that can help strengthen the link between old
variables and establish new relationships between new and old variables. Constraints can
be reevaluated, either using the same set of rules or introducing new ones.
So far the development of such a tool as it accommodates the first stage of such a process
includes the following operations. The designer has the option to activate any desired rules
from the selection made available by the software. This would be followed by assigning
values for all the appropriate flexibility variables corresponding to the rules chosen. Rules
I
.Iw...... ..
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defined so far determine associations be
tween the different groups of variations with|
respect to their positioning and scaling. These
rules can be defined as internal since they|
are highly dependent on the position and
shaping of the elements themselves. A higher:
level of operations are also critical for the first
stage. These have been defined as external
and are'articulation','alignment', and'enve-
lope'for generation.
The second stage also described in section
'Post-generation control'involves the process
of re-evaluating and refining what was de-|
rived from stage 1. In this stage the designeri
has a multitude of puzzle pieces generated
from a set of chosen rules.These he/she can
transform utilizing some of the transforma-|
tions the tool has to offer. The product with
which this second stage begins is only de:
fined by the parameters the designer has de-|
fined before the generations occurred. The|
designer can then begin to refine or intro
duce variations within this product, by transi
forming elements or groups through articu:
lation, alignment, or scaling, or even by elimi-|
nating a number of them.The intention of this.
stage is to introduce new ideas which would
contrast and/or reinforce some of the previl
ous ideas already present.
Depending on the rules, associations defined
by those rules, and the flexibility values cho
sen by the designer, patterns can be gener'
ated that begin to respond differently to any
number of the three axis, both in the shaping
of the elements and their positioning. For ex-
ample the sizing of the boxes can restricted
in one dimension but not the others, and
therefore be suggestive of preliminary con
strains that might be present before the de-
sign process begins.
The attempt to generate different patterns,
relying only on the associations between
generations begins to present the
affordances and limits of using such rules.
Eventually the need arose for patterns that
such a methodology could not afford. This
gave rise to the need for operations or
guiding principles that were external, or
patterns that rules defined through
'associations' could not afford.
If more complex patterns were to be
generated that are not necessarily
repetitive in their nature, outside factors
would need to be developed that are not
inherent in the relationships among the
different generations.
Such rules that come to mind are ones
addressing the concepts of 'articulation',
'alignment', and 'envelope' mentioned
earlier in this section. A simple example of
'articulation'can be the grid where if a type
is generated all its elements can either be
aligned on a grid or be positioned ran-
domly. The option still remains to indepen-
dently control these generations in either
one of the three axis.
An important question comes to mind. If
the'line'is used for'alignment' and the'grid'
for 'articulation', how different are these
from the rules that defined associations?
Are these two examples instances of
something that could not be achieved
through associating the different genera-
tions? One can very easily claim that a line
can very easily be achieved through some
very simple associations. The same can be
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Top left: Flexibility values for line, boundary, and grid
are set to zero. The boundary is set to 'exclude'.
Consequently generations occur on the two sides of
the boundary, interapted by the width of the boundary
and responding to the line and grid. Degrees of
freedom exist in the shaping of the elements in the y
direction.
Bottom right: Boundary is set to 'exclude' with a
flexibility value of zero. The grid is also assigned a
flexibility value of zero while the line is assigned a
value of ten. Since the line is not active generations
surround the boundary in a uniform manner. No
degrees of freedom were allowed in the shaping of
the elements.
A
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said for the grid. However, the point at which these rules afford more than simple
associations is when a designer begins to combine them to derive new ones. For
example combining the line and grid would result in elements that would respond to the
grid, and also generate as close as possible to the line the designer has already defined.
Summation This process begun by attempting to define rules that would allow the
designer to impose limitations on the values 'proposed' by a random generator. The first
rule was that of a boundary, a rectangle the user could define by selecting the location of
ts two diagonal edges. As a result the values chosen by the random generator could be
limited within a confined range. Combining three such values gave rise to points in the x-
y-z coordinate system.
......... .-7
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The desire to incorporate a range between
the two extremes of randomness and con-
trol, gave rise to a variable determining the
flexibility value of that particular rule. This
ranged from zero to ten and allowed the de-
signer to determine the effect of a rule on
the positioning of those points.
This first rule allowed the designer to restcrict
those random generations within a desirable
range, but no rules determined how the dif-
ferent points were positioned within that
range.
The next intutive step was to translate those
points into squares of equal size.These gave
rise to eight more points for each point gen-
erated, each one representing one of the
eight points of the square. Rules determin-
ing a'pointfrom the previous generation, and
'direction'for the subsequent generation, of-
fered the opportunity to define associations
among sequential generations, giving rise to
a variety of patterns.
The intuitive desire to depart from the square
and introduce a variety of elements, gave rise
to a series of proportional relationships of di-
mensions in the three axis. As a result six
different variatons were defined: three varia-
tions that were proportionally longer in the x
y and z axis respectively, and three others
that were proportionally longer in the differ-
ent pair combinations of the three axis. This
provided the designer with a series of differ-
ent elements, which could be used as puzzle
pieces in an attempt to derive relationships
among the different elements and groups.
Rules determined associations among
elements from the same group, and also
among elements from different groups. For
example the designer could choose to align
elements from all groups on an axis, or
only the elements of a particular group. As
a result different hierarchies of rules begun
to emerge, some affecting all elements and
others only affecting the elements of a
group. However in both instances the
positioning of generations was highly
dependent on the shaping and positioning
of previous generations.
After a sequence of experiments using the
rules described above the desire arose for
patterns that could not be afforded using
only sequential associations among
elements and groups. For example aligning
objects on a complex curve would need a
large sequence of values for'point and
'direction'. Even if such an arrangement
was possible through sequential associa-
tions, it would not be as intuitive as setting
up a path upon which generations should
occur. As a result an attempt begun to set
up rules that were 'external'to the
generations.
The'line', the'grid', and the'boundary'
were the first three rules introduced. The
line could assume any orientation within a
two-dimensional space and forced the
center points of squares to align on an
infinite axis that crossed the two points
defined by the user. The'grid'forced
squares to align their centers with the
nearest node on the grid, the position of
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the nodes determined by the 'unit' the de-
signer chooses. The 'boundary' had a rect-
angular shape and was able to 'include' all
generations within its edges.Two more func-
tions were introduced as part of this rule later
in the process, the ability to 'exclude' gen-
erations, and the ability to 'attract' genera-
tions.
Combining the three external rules described
above gave rise to the need for a variable
determining the importance of each one in
the positioning of the elements. At first a flex-
ibility variable was incorporated in one single
rule determining degrees of freedom.This in-
troduced a range of possible values from zero
to ten. The higher the value the less the ef-
fect of the rule on the generations. When dif-
ferent rules were combined the flexibility val-
ues of the two offered the flexibility of shift-
ing the level of importance from one rule to
the other.
Some unique examples emerged from the
different combinations of external rules. One
example is the combination of line and
boundary. The boundary excludes all genera
Top leftThis example presents an attempt to
differentiate among the different groups of variations
with respect to their responce to the different rules the
designer can set up. Some 'variations' respond to the
position of previuously generated primitives belonging
to the same group, while others respond to a series of
external rules the designer has set up.
Bottom right: Defining operations such as the ones
described so far begins to set up the ground for
further exploration as to how such an environment
can begin to accomodate the early stages of the
design process. Different combinations of these rules
can begin to suggest potential ways with which an
appropriate tool could evolve.
tions and divides the line running through
the boundary into three parts. This divides
the cluster of generations into two
components positioned outside the
boundary and responding to the line.
Another intriguing example is the combina-
tion of 'line'and the bounding box as a
'magnet'. Elements are displaced accord-
ingly depending on the value of flexibility,
moving away from the line and closer to the
box.
Sequence emerged as an important
concept in the application of rules. The rule
applied last was usually the most evident in
the configurations. Rules applied early in
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the sequence were still evident but showed
some compromise, depending on the flex-
ibility values assigned to each rule. Even if
the same rules were applied different se-
quences could result in different configura-
tions. One example is the combination of line
and grid. If the line is applied last all genera-
tions align on its axis. If the reverse is true
the line is compromised so that all genera-
tions respond to a grid.
Combining external rules and sequential as-
sociations gives rise to a hierarchy of rules,
the effect of which can be controlled by the
designer. Associations inherent within the
generations can begin to respond to exter-
nal rules chosen as a response to a
designers intent. Use of flexibility values can
determine the level of importance among the
different rules and also among the different
types of rules, giving rise to a product which
can be a visual representation of a design-
ers first intuitive response.
Even though the random generator was first
used as a means by which to examine the
behavior of rules before they are incorporated
in a tool, it emerged as a very useful tool in
itself. Since the assemblies generated only
responded to the rules present, the designer
could become aware of how many rules are
necessary to achieve the kinds of patterns
he/she is aiming for. It is not surprising that
some rules are often too obvious to be con-
sidered as imperative for achieving desirable
patterns.
A symbiotic relationship also exists among
the rules and the elements with which
those rules become visible. The geometry
of the elements can reinforce particular
rules that could be implemented. For
example aligning squares instead of
triangles on a horizontal axis can be more
powerful visually since both sides of the
squares would align too. Consequently the
rules are utilized to superimpose organiz-
ing ideas onto the elements generated that
can reinforce the geometries of the
elements. But could all rules described so
far accommodate different geometries
other than the square? Rules described as
'external'would easily afford primitives with
different geometries once a center point
was identified for each element. Rules
determining associations however were
more dependent on the shape of the
primitives.'Point' and 'direction' are two
examples of associations that would be
hard to implement on a sphere. However,
once a designer is made aware of the
potential of these associations and how a
few simple rules can lead to desirable
patterns, it would be more easy to modify
them so that they begin to afford different
primitives of different geometries.
One has to question at this point if any heu-
ristics have been identified in the process.
Heuristics are tricks, or ways that designers
are hoping will move them closer to a solu-
tion. These can be manifested in rules that
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The interface used for defining rules before the genera-
tion of primitives. A main interface presents to the de.
signer all the rules available through a series of but
tons. Nested dialog boxes appear when these buttons
are activated allowing the designer to define the differ
ent parameters for each rule. If a button representinj
one of the four rules is not activated before the genera
tions then the respective rule remains inactive,
are superimposed onto a problem space with
an intent in mind. It is at that moment when
simple rules become unique to situations and
have the potential of assisting the designer
in his/her process. Applying such rules carn
help reduce the number of variables, limiting
the range of scope of the search, or setting
up the ground for further development to proll
ceed. One example can be the combination
of 'boundary' and'line'. Aligning all elements.
on a straight line, its orientation determined
by the combination of the two rules, and con-|
fining their positioning within the bounded
area, limits the number of possible afterna
tives into which the design process can
evolve.
For such an interaction to be possible, thei
rules applied and the elements upon which
those rules operate need to be represented
in the same medium. Furthermore, the de-
signer is responsible for assigning approprii
ate representations to different heuristics so.
that they can be incorporated into the prob-|
lem space. However, a tool facilitating sucHl
a process would have to afford such repre-|
sentations and also facilitate the development
of their interaction. For example the'grid'can
be a representation of a structural system,:
and the 'boundary' can define the envelope
within which this structural system can oc-|
cur. The interaction of the two determined by
the tool, can result in a grid confined within,
the designated area.
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The same approach is evident in the inter-
face that makes the use of such a tool pos-
sible. The first part is defined by rules which
are chosen before the generations occur.The
designer has the opportunity to define rules
that relate elements sequentially, and are
therefore an inherent part of each generad
tion, and also external rules that are super-
imposed onto the elements and help deter
mine the organization of the whole. After gen-
erations occur a process of refinement be
gins where the designer can use more tradi
tional functions to transform group of ele
ments simultaneously. Scale, move, and ro-|
tate are some of the functions made avail-:
able in this second stage. If the first stage
can be defined as 'generate' and is morel
abstract in its operations, the second stage
can be defined as 'evaluate' and offers an
opportunity for refinement by allowing the del
signer to express some of the more particu-
lar intentions. For example the first stage|
might be a way of aligning squares, and the|
second stage offer the means by which to|
individually transform or elaborate each one
of the squares. However, this is not meant to
imply that there is a distinct boundary be-
tween the two. Intentions expressed in the
first stage could reinforce the detailed trans-|
formations carried out in the second stage|
and visa versa.
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To try and accommodate the intentions of
different users there was an attempt to
introduce a small number of hierarchical
rule categories thought to be critical within
the design process, irrespective of their
particular applications. For each one of
these categories few examples were
presented that demonstrated the
affordances of its category. For example
rules for'associations' presented ways with
which relationships among elements could
develop. Furthermore they presented the
potential for establishing hierarchies among
sub-categories by relating elements
independently and also within groups. The
geometry of the primitives also emerged as
an important factor in determining the
particular associations. The second
category of rules introduced was not as
dependent on the geometry of the
primitives. Rules belonging to this category
were titled 'external' and used visual
representations to allow the designer to
organize the different primitives. Several
sub-categories were identified such as
'align', 'articulate', and'enclose'. The'line',
the'grid', and the'boundary' were the first
rules representing the three categories
respectively. To allow different designers to
derive variations from these several
variables were introduced that transformed
their effect accordingly. For example three
variables determined the unit of grid in the
three axis independently.
The interface used for 'post-generation control. A
main interface presents all the functions available to
the designer through a series of buttons. If one of
these buttons is activated a nested dialog box
appears allowing the designer to define the parametrs
for that function.
When the three 'external' rules described
above were first introduced, there was no
conscious intent for choosing the ones
described in the experiment. The'Line',
'Boundary and'Envelope'were thought of
as three rules out of a large number
possible. However, as experimentation
progressed it became more obvious that
each one of the three was representing a
distinct category.
The first difference among the three
became visible through the effect each one
had on the positioning of the elements. If
the'grid'was applied alone on random
generations the maximum translation of the,
elements was half the unit of the grid. As a
result the transformed elements appeared
in aligned columns and rows but retained
approximately the same density within the
working space. Furthermore, the effect of
the grid when applied alone was only
confined by the limits of the working space.
The'line'however could potentially
transform the density of the elements
within the working space, aligning all
elements along its length. Since the line
was infinite in length, the limits of such a
configuration were still defined by the limits
of the working space. When the'boundary'
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was applied the density of elements in-
creased inversely with the size of the bound-
ing box.The limits of configurations were not
dependent on the edges of the working
space, and the area of the box could range
from a single point to the total area of the|
working space.
The second difference emerged from the|
affordances of the visual representations of|
the three rules. Since two areas are defined
with a boundary, the bounding box could bel
set to 'exclude' instead of 'include'. Also, the
box defines a center point which could oper
ate as a'magnef for configurations. The'line'
could'attract elements as well as'repel'.Thel
'grid' however appears to only afford the ar
ticulation of elements since its nodes are
uniformly positioned within the entire work'
ing space.
From the above observations one begins to
suspect that the three rules introduced, are
representing a series of hierarchical catego-
ries which might be important elements of
the design process. The'grid'if applied alone
operates within the entire working space.The
'line' can be guided to operate in desired lo-
cations but its limits are still determined by
the edges of the working space.The'bound-
ary' however is independent with respect to
location and size. The affordances of each
one of the three rules seem to operate in the
same hierarchical sequence, with the bound:
ary affording the most and the grid affording
the less. The grid appears to be more global
in its operations while the boundary can be
characterized as more local, the line reprea
senting an intermediate stage between the
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two. Differences such as these could begin
to suggest design operations that explain
how designers navigate themselves
through the different levels of a problem
space, independantly from the affordances
of rules described so far or of particular
design applications.
Even though a set of distinct rules is
introduced, the intent has not been to
arrive at a better understanding of the
behaviour of these rules, but to create an
environment through which operations
which are critical to the design process can
emerge. An attempt was made to simulate
the act of design as it might exist indepen-
dently from its various applications. As a
result an environment is created in which
one is able to examine the potential and
interaction of different design heuristics
independant of particular applications.
Potential Applications The development
of this experiment has progressed from
very intuitive and abstract notions to
processes that could begin to allow the
designer to respond accordingly to different
design situations. It is such a process that
a potential tool would facilitate, utilizing the
different concepts and categories of rules
that have emerged so far. However, the
success of such a tool at this level of
development would rely mostly on its
potential to create a comfortable design
environment, and less in its successful
application to particular design problems.
There are numerous ways with which the development of such a tool could proceed next.
A greater number of rules can be incorporated offering more possibilities for interaction to
emerge.'Alignment can incorporate curves in various lengths and multiple combinations
f lines. 'Articulation'can include different geometries for grids and also allow the
tretching of grid in all three axis. The shaping of objects generated can be set to relate to
any shape of grid. Different grids can be combined and associations between the
different orientations introduced. 'Envelope' can allow a more flexible definition of
enclosed space using both curves and lines. Incorporating more rules might mean more
lexibility, but care needs to be taken in categorizing those to facilitate access.
if such a tool is meant to facilitate the expression of early ideas, a reference and
comparison is imperative with sketching, the most predominant way with which designers:
first envision their ideas. It is safe to assume that the first sketch of an experienced
designer usually carries within it a small number of ideas, the most predominant of which
assumes the role of the driving force behind the design, all others assuming supportive
roles at various levels of importance. As the project is refined other ideas are introduced
which help support the main idea by setting up the limits within which the main idea can
operate. Is this a process which can be represented computationally, while allowing the
designer to operate with the same levels of freedoms? It would be important that there
are enough, and most importantly efficient ways, with which the designer would be able
o'make'his mark on the screen.
An important question needs to be answered first. Is this an attempt for a literal represen-
tation of traditional design processes where the pencil is replaced with an electronic
device that does not appear too dissimilar from the good old wooden pencil all designers
have come to adore, or is it an attempt to define new paradigms for how to utilize
computational tools maximizing their potential? The approach presented so far appears
to support the latter, arguing that the affordances of the tools designers use, become
visible in the range of products that can achieved. If the desire emerges for a different
range of products, it is only then the argument for new tools can find support. But why is it
that such arguments fail to find support? Have the more traditional tools helped to confine!
our thoughts in channels of expression we are more familiar with? Only the test of time
can answer such questions. A more immediate question needs to be addressed. Can the
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processes and interfaces described so far as part of this experiment afford the expres-
sion of first thought? Such a claim would be too optimistic at this stage of development. It
is however a critical step for setting up the ground from which further questioning and
development can depart. Only with further testing and appropriate criticism can one
begin to answers questions such as these.
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appendix
(setq SeedRand 1)
(defun rand16 (/)
(setq SeedRand (+ (* (fix SeedRand) 214013) 2531011))
(boole 1 (/ SeedRand 65536) 32767)
(defun randrange (min max / r16 range quotient remainder r sult)
(setq r16 (rand16)) (setq range (+ 1 (- max min))) (setq
quotient (/ r16 range)) (setq remainder (- r16 ( quotient range)))
(setq result (+ min remainder)) result)
(defun main (/)
(interface)
(repeat n
(var-rand)
(grid-spac)(line-path)
(dmw-box)
(princ)
(defun program (/)
(var-input)
(varinputgrd)
(varinput-line)
(varinputbound)
(set-grid~unit)
(draw-line)
(draw-bound)
(draw-grid)
(repeat n
(var-rand)
(set x length)
(set-y-length)
(setz-length)
(set-node)
(set-lengthrnode)
(line-path)
(boundary)
(gridspac)(set-coords-node)
(set-ground)
(draw-box)
(set-color) )
(princ)k)
(def un program_2 (/
(interface)
(draw-line)
(drawbound)
(draw-grid)
(repeat n
(var~rand)
(set-x-length)
(set_y_length)
(set-z-length)
(set-node)
(setjlength-node)
(line-path)
(boundary)
(gridspac)(set-coords-node)
(set~grund)
(draw-box)
(setcolor)
(princ)
(defun var input (/
(setq n(getint nSpecify number ofsquares:"))
(setq h(getint mEnter grid spacing <1-16>:"))
(setq h ( h 2000)) (setq xflex (getint "Specify flex for x:"))
(setq yftex (getint "Specify flex for y: ))
(setq ziflex (getint "Specify flex for z: ))
(setq zground (getstring "Touch ground <Ytas/No>: ))
(setq asso-gridjtype (getstring "Associate Grid to Types <Yes/No>:"))
(defun varjand ()
(setq x-init (rand range 100 3200))
(setq x-init (* xini 10))
(setq y-init (rand-range 100 3200))
(setq y-init ( y-int 10))
(setq z.init (randjrange 100 3200))
(setq ziit C zjinit 10))
(defun var input-grid (/)
(setq tx (getint "nSpecify flexibility factorfor X from 0 to 10: ))
(setq t-y (getint nSpecify flexibility factor forYfrom 0 to 10:"))
(setq t.z (getint nSpecify flexibility factor for Z from 0 to 10: ))
(defun var input-line ()
(setq p1 (getpoint InClick for first point of liner))
(setq l2 (getpoint nClick for second point of liner))
(setq t-line (getint \nSpecify flexibility factor f om 0 to 10:"))
(setq t-fine (- 10 tline))
(setq lp1x (car i1))
(setq lp1y (cadr (p1))
(setq lp1z (caddr lpl))
(setq lp2x (car ip2))
(setq p2_y (cadr lp2))
(setq lp2z (caddr lp2))
(if (> lpx lp2.x)
(setq px-diff (- p1 x Ip2_x))
(setq lpxdiff (- Ip2_x lp1_x))
(it (> lpl-y lp2_y)
(setq lp-ydiff (- ply lp2_y))
(setq lp-ydiff (- ip2_y (pl ))
(if (> p1_z lp2_z)
(setq lp-zdiff (- lplz Ip2_z))
(setq lp-zdiff (- Ip2_z lplz))
(defun line-path (/)
(setq pt init first (list xsinit y-init z-init))
(it (<(p1x lp2_x)
(progn
(if (> lply lp2_y)
(progn
(setq xjiniLsec (+ xinit (py-diff))
(setq y-init~sec (+ y-init Ip-xdiff))
(it (< lply lp2_y)
(progn
(setq x(inisec (- x-init lp-y-diff))
(setq y-initsec (+ y-init Ip-x-diff))
(Il (=0p1_-y Ip2_y)
(progn
(setq xLinitsec (+ xinit 0-ydiff))
(setq y-iniLsec (+ y-init Ipx-diff))
(if (> lp1x lp2_x)
(progn
(if (< lp1y Ip2_y)
(progn
(setq xinitsec (+ x-init (py-diff))
(setq y-init-sec (+ y-init Ipxdiff))
(it (>lp1_y lp2_y)
(progn
(setq x init sec (- x-init Ip-ydiff))
(setq y-initsec (+ y-init px-diff))
(it (= lp1_y p2_y)
(progn
(setq x initsec (+ x-init lp4ydiff))
(setq yinitsec (+ yjinit 0_xdiff))
(if (= Ip1x p2_x)
(progn
(if (>lp1_y lp2_y)
(progn
(setq x-initnsec (+ xinit Ip-ydiff))
(setq y-initsec (+ y-init Ip-xdiff))
(if (<lp1_y Ip2_y)
(progn
(setq xinitsec (+ xinit lpydff))
(setq y-initsec (+ y-init Ip-xLdiff))
(setq ptlinfitsec (list x-initsec yinitsec))
(setq pt-int (inters (p1 p2 ptLinitufirst pt-initsec nil))
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(setq x.int (car ptLint)) (setq y-int (cadr pt-int))
(cond
((> x.in xnift) (setq xJint-initdiff -int xinit)))
((-xint x-init) (setq x-int-init~diff (- init x-int)))
(cond
((> yint y-init) (setq y-intiit.diff -int yinit)))
(<y-int y-init) (setq y-int-initLdiff (- init y-int)))
(cond
(=x-int x-init) (setq x-int-init~diff 0))
(cond
(=y-int y-init) (setq y-int-init~diff 0))
(setq x int init.unit (/ x-intinitdiff 10.00))
(setq y-intinitunift ( y-intinitdiff 10.00))
(setq x_int_infit add ( x_int_iniLunft t-line))
(setq y_int-inftadd ( yin_init_unit t_line))
(d (> lpl_x lp2.x)
(progn
(if (< lpl.y lp2_y)
(progn
(if (< xint x.Linit)
(setq x (- x-init xjintinitladd))
(setq x(+ xinit x-intinitadd))
(if (< y-int y-init)
(setq y (- y-inft yintnit!add))(setq y (+ y-init yjintinit-add))
(if (>lply 1p2_y)
(progn
(if (< x int x -ini)
(setq x (- x-init x-intinil-add))(setq x(+ x-inhi xjint-initadd))
(if (< yjint y-inft)
(setqy (- y-init y int-iniadd))
(setq y (+ y-init y-int-init~add))
(if (=lply lp2_y)
(progn
(setq x x-init)
(I (< y-int yiit)(setq y(- y-init yjnLjnLadd))
(setq y (+ y-init y-intinitadd))
(if (< lp1_x ip2x)
(progn
(if (>lpl_y lp2-y)
(progn
(if (< x.int x init)
(setq x(- xinik x-inLinit.add))
(setq x(+ xinif x-int-initadd))
(if (< y-int y-iit)
(setq y(- yjinit y-int-initadd))
(setq y(+ y-init y-ntin add))
(if (<lply lp2_y)
(progn
(if (< xint x-inft)
(setq x (- x-inki x-int initadd))
(setq x(+ xink xitx initadd))
(il (< y-int y-init)
(setq y (- y-iit yint~init.add))
(setq y(+ yinit yjintnitadd))
(if (=lply lp2_y)
(progn
(setq xxjinit)
(if (< yint yinit)
(setq y (- y-init y-intiniLadd))
(setq y (+ y-init y-int.init-add))
(if (=lp1_x Ip2_x)
(progn
(Il (> p1-y lp2_y)
(progn
(if (< x .int xjinit)
(setq x(- xinift xintinift_add))
(setq x(+ x-init x-intjnit-add))
(setq y yjiift)
(If (<11y lp2_y)
(progn
(if (< xint xinit)
(setq x (- x-init xLintiftadd))
(setq x(+ x.init x-intnift.add))
(setq y yjiit)
(setq x_inift x)
(setq y-init y)
(delun grid-spac (/)
(setq a l)
(setq b 1)
(setq c 1)
(setqd1)
(setq e 1)
(setq h_half (/ h 2))
(setq xx -init)
(setq y ytinit)(setq zzjinit)
(if (> x h)(progn
(while a
(setq x(- x h))
(if (>x h)
(setq b (+ b 1))
(setq a nil)
(setq hjotal (* h b))
(if (< x h-haf)
(progn
(setq x--gridunit (/ x 10.00))
(setq x-grid-add (* x-grid-unit tx))
(setq x(+ h-total x-grid-add))
(setq c nil)
(it (> x hjiall)
(if (= c 1)(progn
(setq x-grid-diff (- h x))
(setq xgridiunit (/ xgiddiff 10.00))
(setq x-grid-sub ( xgridunift tx))
(setq hitotal (+ hitotal h))
(setq x(- h-total x-grid.sub))
(setqal)(setq b 1)
(if (> y h)
(progn
(while a
(setqy (- y h))
(I (>yh)
(setq b (+ b 1))
(setq a nil)
(setq hjtotal (* h b))
(if (< y h.haf)
(progn
(setq ygridunit (/y 10.00))
(setq y_grid-add (*ygrid-unit t y))(setq y(+ hjtotal y-grid-add))
(setq d nil)
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(if (> y h-haff)
(if (= d1)
(progn
(setq y-griddiff (- h y))
(setq y-grid-uni (ygid-diff 10.00))
(setq y-grid_sub ( y-gridunit t-y))
(setq htotal (+ h-total h))
(setq y (- h-total y-gridl sub))
(setq a1)
(setq b 1)
(K (> z h)
(progn(while a
(setq z(- z h))
(i (> z h)
(setq b(+ b 1))
(setq a nil)
(setq htotal (* h b))
(if (< z h-haf)
(progn
(setq z-gridunit V z 10.00))
(setq z.grid.add ( zgrid.unit tz))
(setq z(+ hiotal z-grid.add))
(setq d nil)
(i (> z h-haf)
(I (= e 1)
(progn
(setq z.grid.diff (- h z))
(setq z-grid-unit V z-griddtiff 10.00))
(setq z.grid.sub (* zgrid.unt tz))
(setq htotal (+ hitotal h))
(setq z(- hiotal z-grldsub))
(setq xi x)
(setq yinit y)
(setq z-init z)
(defun setcoordsjnode ()
(if (= node 3)
(progn
(setq xink (- xinit / h 2)))
(setq yinit (- yinit h 2)))
(if (= node 1)
(setq yinit (-yinit V h 2)))
(I (= node 2)(setq xink (-init ( h 2)))
(I (= node 5)
(setq xinit (- sink ( h 2)))
(if (= node 6)
(setq y-init (- y-init V h 2)))
(defun draw box ()
(setq x xinit)
(setq y y-init)
(setq x-length-ha (/ x-length 2))
(setq ylengthihalf ( yilength 2))
(setq x(- xlength-haf))
(setq y(-y y-lengthhaf))
(setq zz iit)
(setq newx (+ x xilength))
(setq new-y (+ y y-length))
(setq new-z ziit)
(setq firstpoint (list x y z))
(setq third-point (list newx newy newz))
(command "box"firstjpoint thirdpoint z_length)
(defun var-input bound (0
(setq bp1 (getpoint lClick for first corner of boundary!"))
(setq bp3 (getpoint 'MClick for third corner of boundary!"))
(setq z1 (getpoint sIHeight:"))
(setq z2 (getpoint "Second point:"))
(setq bilex (getint 'nSpecify lexibility factor for boundary:"))
(setq bound-choice (getstring "\ilnclude/Exclude: "))
(setq bpix (car bp1))
(setq bply (cadr bp1))
(setq bp3_x (car bp3))
(setq bp3_y (cadr bp3))
(setq bp2 (list bp1_x bp3_y))
(setq bp4 (list bp3_x bply))
(setq z1_y (cadr z1))
(setq z2_y (cadr z2))
(defun boundary (/)
(if (> bp3.x bplx)
(progn
(setq bp.xdiff (- bp3.x bplx))
(setq bpx_diffhaf q bp_x_diff 2))
(setq bp-xcent (+ bplx bpsx-diffha))
(if (> bp1_x bp3_x)
(progn
(setq bp-x-dif (- bp1_x bp3_x))
(setq bpx-diffLhal V bpsx-diff 2))
(setq bp-xscent (+ bp3_x bp.x.diffthalf))
(if (> bp3_y bp1_y)
(progn
(setq bp.ydiff (- bp3_y bply))
(setq bp-y.diffthaf q bp-y-diff 2))
(setq bp-y-cent (+ bply bpy-diffLhaI))
(I (> bply bp3_y)
(progn
(setq bp-y-diff (- bply bp3_y))
(setq bpydiLhaff V bp.y-diff 2))
(setq bp-y-cent (+ bp3-y bp-ydiffthaf))
(i (> z2-y zly)
(progn
(setq bp-zdiff (- z2y z1_y))
(setq bpzdiffhaf q bp-z-diff 2))
(setq bp.z-.cent (+ z1_y bp-z.diffthalf))
(I (> z1_y z2_y)
(progn
(setq bp-zdiff (- z1_-y z2_y))
(setq bp-z.diffhat V bpzdiff 2))
(setq bp-z.cent (+ z2_y bp_zdifha))
(setq bp-cent (list bp _cent bp-y-cent))
(if (= bound.choice "I)
(progn(If (> x.init bp.xscent)
(progn
(setq x.endcen (- 32767 bp-xscent))
(setq xinit cen (- xini bp.x-cent))
(setq xinit-new (* V x-iit..cen x_end~cen) bpxdifLhaf))
(setq xjiitrnew (+ xjinit-new bp-x-cent))
(setq xjinitnew-diff (- xinit x.iniLnew))
(setq x-initnew-unit (xinit Knew diff 10))
(setq x-init add ( bfle xjinit-new-unit))
(setq x-init~fin (+ xinitKnew x.init~add))
(i (> yKinit bp-ycent)
(progn
(setq y-endscen (- 32767 bp_y_cent))
(setq y.initcen (-yinit bp.yscent))
(setq y-init-new ( yinitcen y.end~cen) bpydiffLha))
(setq yinitnew (+ yinitnew bp_y_cent))
(setq y.iit-new diff (- y-init y-init-new))
(setq yjinitnew-unit V y-init-new difn 10))
(setq y-initadd (* biflex y-init-new-unit))
(setq yjinitfin (+ yinitnew yKinit.add))
(i (> zeinit bp-zscent)
(progn
(setq z-end-cen (- 32767 bpz._cent))
(setq z-init cen (- yinit bp_z_cent))(setq z-init new ( (/ zjinitcen z..end cen) bp_z_dithan))
(setq zjinitnew (+ z-init-new bp.zscent))
(setq z-init-new-diff (- zinit zkinit-new))
(setq z-initnew-unit ( zkinitnew-diff 10))
(setq z-init-add C bflex z initnewunft))
(setq z-init Kin (+ zjinftnew zjinitadd))
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(if (< xuinit bpjccent)
(progai
(setq x-end-cen bpj(.cent)
(setq xjinftnew V VI xinit x-end-cen) bp-x-dkhaf))
(if (< bpl -x bp3-x)
(setq xiifjiew (+ xjinRnew bpl-x))
(Hf (< bp3-x bpl x)
(setq xrifitnew (+ x-Init-new bp3-x))
(setq x ifRnewdf (- xj- nitjiew xii))
(setq xJ-ifitew-unit q( xifnew-dff 10))
(setq xiniftadd V b-flex xinift-new-unf))
(setq x.initfin (- xjinit-new xjiiLadd))
(if (< yinf bp-y-cent)
(pragn
(setq y-en&.cen bp-y-cent)
(setq y-jifitnew (* V y-init y-end~en) bp-ydiffjiaf))
(if (< bpiy bp3-y)
(setq y-.iitnew (+ y iit.new bpl-y))
(f (< bp3.y bpl-y)
(setq y-ilfnew (+ y-init-new bp3-y))
(selq yjinitjiew..unit qI yj.nifnewjdfff 10))
(setq y-iiifadd V biflex yjininew.uni))
(setq yjnifm (- y-jnft-new y-inifadd))
(if (< z if bp--z cent)
(progn
(setq z-enccen bpz, cent)
(setq z iitnew C VI zuinft z-Gen-cen) bp-z.diffhaf))
(If (< zl-y z2-y)
(setq z-iniLnew (+ zuinitnew zliy))
(I (< z2-yzl-y)
(setq zjinft-ew (+ zinit-new z2.y))
(setq ziniftnew~diff (zjininew zin))
(setq z- ft-new-unft zjinftjewdif 10))
(setq zjinftadd V b-flex zinftnew.un))
(setq zjinkitji (- zifitnew z-in!add))
(If( bound-choice 'e")
(pragn
(if (> x-ii bp~x-cent)
(progn
(setq x-end -cen (- 32767 bpx)cent))
(setq xjinifcen (- x -ink bpxcent))
(if (> bp3-x bpl-x)
(setq bp-x-diffhaft (32767 bp3-x))
(if (> bpl -x bp3jx)
(setq bp..x-df-hat (32767 bpl-x))
(setq xninit-new V VI xjikcen x-enccen) bp-x-dlthaf))
(if (> bp3..x bpl-x)
(setq x-inft.new (+ xjinitfnew bp3-x))
(if (> bpl -x bp3-x)
(setq xjinit-new (+ x-ift-new bp3-x))
(setq x-ik-new -diff (- x - ik-new x -in))
(setq x-in!new~unf V(_inx newdiff 10))
(setq x-iit -add (* b-lex x -ink -new-unt))
(setq xjiitf i (- xjinit-new xjink-add))
(if (> y-ii bp-yscent)
(pragn
(setq y-endscen (- 32767 bp-ycent))
(setq y-ink cen (- y-init bp-yc.e))
(if (> bp3.y bpliy)
(setq bp-y-dfthaff (32767 bp3.y))
(if (> pl-ybp3-y)
(setq bp-y-dfhaf (32767 bpt-y))
(setq ylinit-new (* V yjnift-cen y-endscen) bp-ydiffjal))
(Hf (> bp-y bpis)
(setq yj-ifinew (+ y-.iftnew bp3-y))
(if (> bp -ybp3-y)
(setq yjnitfnew (+ yjint-new bp3.y))
(setq y-nR-new-sfiff (- nit -now y-inf))
(setq y-ing-new-uint (Iy-nitnew - iff 10))
(setq yiniLadd (* b-flex yjlininew-unit))
(setq y-inii (- y-iitnew y-initadd))
(if (> zif bpzsent)
(progn
(setq z-end-cen (- 32767 bp-zcent))
(setq z-inft-cen (- zjn bpzjsent))
(if (> z2.y zl-y)
(setq bp-z-dW-hal (32767 z2..y))
(If (> zl-y z2-y)
(setq bp-z-diff..haf (32767 zl-y))
(setq z-inft-new CV qzjiniften z..end~cen) bpz~iff-haf))
(W (> z2y zl-y)
(setq z-initnew (+ z-init-new z2-y))
(if (> zl Y zZ-y)
(setq z-init-new (+ z-init-new z2-y))
(setq z-inft-new-diff (-initnew z-in))
(setq z-in -new-unit ( z-initnew-df 10))
(setq z-inifadf (* blex z -ink -new -uni))
(setq z-iiL in (- z-iit new zjinifadd))
(if (<xeiit bp-xcent)
(progn
(setq x-end-cen bp-x-cent)
(if (< bpl x bp3.x)
(setq bp-xdffhaf bpl-x)
(d (> bpl-x bp3-x)
(setq bp-xdiffhal bplAx
(setq x iiit -new (* V x-iift x -end -cen) bpx) diff-haf))
(setq x-iiLnew-diff (- x-init )Link -new))
(setq x -itnew-unit (I xinitnew-diff 10))
(setq x-iiadd C b-lex xj- nk -new -unt))
(setq xjifjin (+ x-init-new x-ink-add))
(if (< y-inft bp-ycent)
(progn
(setq y-enccen bp-ycet)
(if (<bpl y bp3 y)
(setq bp-ydiifhaff bpl-y)
(if (> bpl-ybp3-y)
(setq bp-ydiff-haf bpl-y)
(setq yjinhfnew (* V y-ink y-endtcen) bp-ydiff-hal))
(setq y-lnifnew-diff (- y-init y-inh -new))
(setq y-initnew-un q y-inftnewdiff 10))
(setq y-iift add (* b-lex y-initfnew-uni))
(setq y-jnft-f in (+ y-iit-new y-inifadd))
(if (< z mit bp.zsent)
(progn
(setq zeonccen bp-zcent)
(if (<zl-y z2y)
(setq bp-z-dffhaf zl y)
(If (> zl-yz2 y)
(setq bp-zdiffthaf zl-y)
(setq z-iftnew C V z-in z-end cen) bp-z-d#Lfhal))
(setq z -ik-now -df (- z-iit z-iit-new))
(setq z it-new-unit V z ift-newvdff 10))
(setq z iit add V b-lex ziitnewunit))
(setq zmltkf i (+ zeinit-new z-inktadd))
(setq bound-Rd V bp-y-diff bp-xdiff))
(if (>xjnif bp-xcent)
(setq x-grad (- xinf bp-xcent))
(setq x-grad (- bp-x-cent xif))
(if (> ymit bp-ycent)
(setq y-grad (- y-inf bp-ycent))
(setq y-grad (- bp-ycent y-ii))
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(setq point.grad q y-grad x-grad))
(setq pointgrad (abs point-grad))
(setq bound-grad (abs bound-grad))
(setq y-graddiff (- y-init y-iniLfin))
(setq y-gradldiff (abs y-grad-dff))
(setq x-grad-diff (- x-init x-init -f in))(setq x-grad-diff (abs x-gradsdiff))
(if (< point-grad bound-grad)
(progn
(setq xLgraddiff (- x-inft xjinft-fin))
(setq x-graddiff (abs x-grad-dilf))
(setq y-grad-add (* xgrad~diff point-grad))
(I (> y-init bp-y-cent)
(setq yinitjfin (+ y-init y-grad-add))
(setq yinitjfin (- y-init y-grad-add))
(if (> poinLgrad bound-grad)
(progn
(setq y-grad-diff (- y-init y.indi8in))
(setq y-graddiff (abs y-grad-diff))
(setq xgrad~add (/ y-grad-diff pointgrad))
(if (> x init bp.xcent)
(setq xinithfin (+ xhinit x-gradadd))
(setq xiitjfin (- xinit x-gradadd))
(setq xinit x-inilufin)
(setq y-init y-init fin)
(setq zeinit z-initfin)
(defun draw-ie (/)
(command "line"p l2"")
(command 'chprop" (entast) 'color 2""")
(defun draw-bound (/)
(command 'pline" bpl bp2 bp3 bp4 'c"
(command 'chprop" (entlast) - 'color4""
(defun draw-grid (0
(command "line" (list 0 0 0) (list 32000 0) ")
(setq gridlinejirst (entlast))
(command 'chprop" grid-linefirst " 'color" 118""')
(command array" gridlinejirst "'Y 17 1 h)
(command 'line" (list 0 0 0) (list 0 32000 )"
(setq gridline-secon (entlast))
(command 'chprop" grid-line-secon - 'color '118"
(command 'array" grid-linesecon - ' 117 h)
(defun set-x-length (0
(setq x-length (rand-range 1 4))
(setq xLlength (* xjlength gridunt))
(setq xlength-diff (- xlength grid-un))
(setq x-length-unit (/ x-lengthdiff 10))
(setq x-length-add (* xlengthunit xiflex))(setq x-length (+ grid-unit xlengihadd))
(defun set-ylength (0
(setq y-length (randrange 1 4))
(setq ylength (* y-length grid-unit))
(setq y-lengthif (- y-length grid-un))
(setq y-lengthunit ( ylength-diff 10))
(setq ylength-add (* ylength-unit y-flex))
(setq ylength (+ grid-unit y-lengthadd))
(defNun set-z-length (/
(setq z-length (randrange 1 4))
(setq z-length (* z-length gridunft))
(setq z-lengthdff (- z-length gridunit))
(setq z-lengthunit (/ zlengthdiff 10))
(setq z-lengthadd (* zlength-unit z-flex))(setq z-length (+ grid-unit zjlength-add))
(defun setlength_node (/
(cond
((= node 1) (setq xlength (*xlength 8)))
((= node 2) (setq y-length (*ylength 8)))
((= node 3) (setq z-length (* zlength 8)))
(i (= node 4)
(progn
(setq x-length (* xlength 8))
(setq y-length (ylengh 8))
(I (= node 5)
(progn
(setq yjength ( y_length 8))
(setq z-length ( zjength 8))
(if (= node 6)
(progn
(setq xjlength (* xjength 8))
(setq zjlength ( zlength 8))
(def un set-node (l
(setq node (rand16))
(setq node (/ node 5462))
(setq node (+ node 1))
(defun set-color ()
(cond
((= node 1) (command "chprop" (entlast) -color """"))
((= node 2) (command "chprop" (entlast) -color" ""'))
((= node 3) (command 'chprop" (entlast) ""color ""'))
((= node 4) (command "chprop" (entlast) -'color 4""))
(=node 5) (command 'chprop (entlast) " color '5""-))
((= node 6) (command 'chprop" (entlast) ""color "6""))
(defun set-grid-unit (/
(if (= assogridjype 'y")
(setq grid-unit (/ h 9))
(setq gridunit 1000)
(defun set-ground (/
(I (= set-ground'y")
(if (< z1_y z2_y)
(setq x-init (- x-init zly))
(setq x-init (- xini z2_y))
(defun select-group (/)
(command '-group"'s""systemone""")
(command '-group"" ' systerwo"")
(command '-group"'" 'systemjthr)
(command '-group"'a"'systemlfou"")
(command '-group"'s"'system iv"'")
(command '-group"'"s"systernix" ")
(command '-group"'"s'system-sev")
(defun scalejypes (/)
(setq type (entsel "Please choose a type to scale:*))
(setq scale-fac (getreal 'Scale factor:"))(command 'scale" type - center-fou scalejac)
(def un set-point value (/)
(I (= value 1)
(progn
(setq x (car firstpoint))
(setq y(cadr firstpoint))
(setq z(caddr first-point))
(if (= value 2)
(progn
(setq x(car secon-point))
(setq y(cadr secon-point))
(setq z(caddr secon-point))
(I (= value 3)
(progn
(setq x (car third-point))
(setq y(cadr third-point))
(setq z(caddr third-point))
(if (= value 4)
(progn
(setq x (car fourt-point))
(setq y(cadr fourt-point))
(setq z(caddr fourt-point))
(if (= value 5)
(progn
(setq x(car fifth-point))
(setq y(cadr fifth-point))
(setq z(caddr fifth-point))
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(if (= value 6)
(progn
(setq x(car sixth_point))
(setq y(cadr sixthfpoint))
(setq z (caddr sixthpoint))
(if (= value 7)
(progn
(setq x(car sevenpoint))
(setq y(cadr sevenpoint))
(setq z(caddr seven-point))
(if (= value 8)
(progn
(setq x (car eightpoint))
(setq y(cadr eightpoint))
(setq z(caddr eight-point))
(defun set-value (/
(setq value (randl6))
(setq value V value 4096))
(setq value (+ value 1))
(defun set minmax-type (/)
(setq x first (car first-point))
(setq yfirst (cadr first-point))
(setq zfirst (caddr first-point))
(setq x-third (car thirdpoint))
(setq ythird (cadr third.point))
(setq zithird (+ z-first h))
(if (< x-first xthird)
(progn
(if (< xjfirst minLx)
(setq minx xlfirst)
(if (> xithird maxx)
(setq max-x x-third)
(if (>x-first xthird)
(progn
(if (< x-third minx)
(setq min-x xjthird)
(if (>xifirst maxx)
(setq maxx xjfirst)
(if (< yjfirst y-third)
(progn
(if (< yirsIt min-y)
(setq miny yfirst)
(if (> yithird max-y)
(setq maxy y-third)
(if (> yjirst yjthird)
(progn
(if (< y-third min-y)
(setq miny yithirc
(if (> y-first max-y)
(setq max-y yfirst)
(if (< z-third minz)
(setq minz z-first)
(if (> z-third maxLz)
(setq maxxz zithirc
(if (> z-first zithird)
(progn
(if (< z third min-z)
(setq minsz ithird)
(if (> ztfirst maxz)
(setq max-z z-first)
(if (= node 1)
(progn
(setq min x one minx)(setq max_x_one max_x)
(setq mky-one min.y)
(setq max-y-one max-y)
(setq min-z one minLz)
(setq maxz-one maxz)
(If (= node 2)
(progn
(setq minxtwo min-x)
(setq maxxtwo max-x)
(setq miny two miny)
(setq max-ytwo maxy)
(setq min zltwo min-z)
(setq max-zjtwo max z)
(if (= node 3)
(progn
(setq min.xthr minx)(setq max-xjthr maxx)
(setq min-ythr miny)
(setq max-y-thr maxy)
(setq minz-thr min-z)
(setq max-zlthr max-z)
(if (= node 4)
(progn
(setq minxfou minx)(setq max.xjfou maxjx)
(setq min-y-ou min-y)
(setq maxyjfou max-y)
(setq min-zjou min-z)(setq maxzfounmaxz)
(if (= node 5)
(progn
(setq minmxfiv min-x)
(setq maxjxfiv maxx)
(setq min-yfiv miny)
(setq maxyjiv maxy)
(setq mkzfiv min-z)
(setq max z-fiv max-z)
(if (= node 6)
(progn
(setq min xsix minx)
(setq maxxsix max-x)
(setq min-ysix miny)
(setq max-y-six max-y)
(setq min-zsix min~z)
(setq max-z-six maxz)
(defun set-centers ()
(setq distxone (- maxxone min-x-one))
(setq dist-y-one (- max-y-one min-y-one))
(setq distzone (.-maxzone min-z-one))
(setq mid xone (/ distxone 2))
(setq cent_xone (+ micLx-one min-x-one))
(setq mid-y-one V dist-y-one 2))
(setq cent-y one (+ mid-y-one min-y-one))
(setq midz_one V distz-one 2))
(setq cent_z one (+ mid~z-one min-z-one))
(setq center-one Oist centx-one cent-y-one min-z-one))
(setq dist-xitwo (-max-x-two minx-two))
(setq distytwo (- max-y-two miny_two))
(setq distz-two (- max-z-two min-z-two))
(setq mid-x-two (/ dist-x-two 2))
(setq cent-xitwo (+ mid-x-two min-x-two))
(setq midy-two V dist_y_two 2))
(setq centyiwo (+ mid-y-two min-y-two))
(setq mid zjtwo V dist z two 2))
(setq centzjtwo (+ mid-z-two min-z-two))
(setq centertwo (list cent-xLtwo centy-two min-z-two))
(setq dist xjthr (- maxxthr minx thr))
(setq dist-y-thr (- max-ythr minsy-Ihr))
(setq dist-z-thr (- max-z-thr min zjthr))
(setq mid-xjthr ( dist-xjthr 2))
(setq cent-x-thr (+ mid x thr min-x-thr))
(setq mid-y-thr (/ dist-yithr 2))
(setq cent-yjhr (+ mid-ytir min-y-thr))
(setq mid-z-thr (/ dist-z thr 2))
(setq cent z thr (+ midz_thr min_z_thr))
(setq centerjthr (list cent_x_thr cent_yjhr minz thr))
(setq distxfou (- maxsxfou min-xjou))
(setq dist-y-jou (-maxsy-fou min-y-Iou))
(setq dist-zjfou (-max_z_jou min zIfou))
(setq midjfou (/ dist-xjfou 2))
(setq cent x fou (+ mid-x-fou minx fou))
(selq mid-y-)ou (/ dist-y-fou 2))
(setq centy-jou (+ mid-yifou min-y-jou))
(setq midzjou (/ dist_z_fou 2))
(setq cent zisou (+ mid-z-jou min-zjfou))
(setq centerjfou (list centsxlou cent_y_fou min_z_ou))
(setq dist-x-fiv (- maxsxfiv minxjiv))
(setq distyjiv (- maxyjfiv min-yjiv))
(setq dist-zfiv (- max zjfiv min zjfiv))
(setq mid&xfiv (/ distxjfiv 2))
(setq centx-fiv (+ midxjfiv minx iv))
(setq midyjiv (/ dist-yjiv 2))
(setq cent -yjiv (+ mid-yjiv min_yfiv))
(setq mid zfiv (/ dist-zjfiv 2))
(setq cent zjfiv (+ mid-zjfiv min zjfiv))
(setq centerjfiv (list centxjfiv cent-yjfiv min-zjfiv))
(setq distxsix (- max-xsix mix-six))
(setq distysi (- max-y-six min_y_s))
(setq distzsix ( maxz-six minz six))
(setq mid xsix (/ distjcsix 2))
(setq cent-ssix (+ midxsix minx-six))
(setq midysix (/ dist-ysix 2))
(setq cent-y-six (+ midy-six min-y-six))
(setq mid z six (/ distzsix 2))
(setq cent_z_six (+ midz-six min_z_six))
(setq center-six (list cent-x-six cent.y-six minz-six))
(defun setrep-node (/
(if (= node 1)
(progn(setq tempxone (car firstjpoint))
(setq repone 1)
(if (= node 2)
(progn
(setq tempyitwo (cadr first_point))
(setq repIwo 1)
(if (= node 3)
(progn
(setq temp-zjthr (caddr firstpoint))
(setq rep-thr 1)
(it (= node 4)
(progn(setq tempxifou (car firstpoint))
(setq tempjy fou (cadr firstpoint))
(setq repifou 1)
(if (= node 5)
(progn(setq tempyfiv (cadr firstpoint))
(setq temp-zfiv (caddr fi stpoint))
(setq repfiv 1)
(if (= node 6)
(progn(setq temp-x-six (car firstpoint))
(setq temp-z-six (caddr first-point))
(setq rep-six 1)
(defun drawbox (/
(setq first-point (list x y z))
(setq seconpoint (list new-x y z))
(setq thirdpoint (list newx newy z))
(setq fourtpoint (list x new-y z))
(setq ifthlpoint (list x y newsz))
(setq sixfipoint (list newx y newsz))
(setq sevenpoint (list news newy new~z))
(setq eightpoint (list x new-y new-z))(setq h z-length)
(command "box" irtpoint thirdpoint h)
(defun align-type (/)
(if (= node 1)
(if (= rep-one 1)
(progn
(if (> x terpxone)
(progn
(setq x-diff (- x tempsxone))
(setq x(- x xdiff))
(setq newx (- newx xdiff))
(if (< x tempsone)
(progn
(setq xdif (- temp-x-one x))
(setq x(+ x x diff))
(setq newx (+ newx xdiff))
(if (= x lempxone)
(setq x tempx-one)
(if (= node 2)
(if (= repitwo 1)
(progn
(if (> y temp-y-Iwo)
(progn(setq y-diff (-y temp-y-two))
(setq y(- y y-diff))
(setq new-y (- new-y y-diff))
(if (< y tempywo)
(progn
(setq y-diff (- temp-y-two y))
(setq y(+ y ydift))
(setq new-y (+ new-y y-diff))
(if (= y temp-y-two)
(setq ytempy-wo)
(if (= node 3)
(if (= rep-thr 1)
(progn
(if (> z temp-z-thr)
(progn
(setq z-diff (- z temp-zlthr))
(setq z(- z z diff))
(setq newz (+ newz zdiff))
(if (< z temp-z-thr)
(progn
(setq zdiff (- temp-zlthr z))
(setq z(+ z z-diff))
(setq newz (+ newz z-diff))
(if (= z temp-zjthr)
(setq z temp-z-thr)
(if (= node 4)
(if (= repfou 1)
(progn(if (> x tempxifou)
(progn
(setq xdiff (- x tempxfou))
(setq x(- x xdiff))
(setq news (- newx xdiff))
(if (< x tempx-ou)
(progn
(setq xdiff (- tempxtfou x))
(setq x(+ x x diff))
(setq new_x (+ newx xdiff))
(if (= x tempstjou)
(setq xtempxifou)
(if (> y temp-ytou)
(progn
(setq ydiff (- y temp-ytfou))
(setq y(- y ydiff))
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(setq newy (- new-y ydiff))
(if (< y temp-yiou)(progn
(setq y-diff (- temp-yfou y))
(setq y(+ y y-diff))
(setq new-y (+ new-y y-diff))
(if (= y temp-y-fou)
(setq ytemp-y-jou)
(if (= node 5)
(f (= repfiv 1)(progn
(if (> y tempyfiv)(progn
(setq y-dif (- y temp-yjiv))
(setq y(- y y-diff))(setq new-y (- new-y ydif))
(if (<y temp-yiv)
(progn
(setq y-diff (- tempyjiv y))
(setq y(+ y y-diff))
(setq new-y (+ new-y y-diff))
(if (= y temp-yjiv)(setq ytempyfiv)
(if (> z tenpzjiv)(progn
(setq z-diff (- z temp-zfiv))
(setq z(- z z diff))
(setq new-z (- new-z z-diff))
(if (< z temp-zjiv)(progn
(setq z-diff (- temp-z-fiv z))
(setq z(+ z z-diff))
(setq new-z (+ new-z z-dif))
(if (= z temp-zjfiv)(setq ztenp-zfiv)
(if (= node 6)
(if (= rep-six 1)
(progn
(if (> x tempxsix)
(progn
(setq x-diff (- x temp-x-six))
(setq x(-x x diff))
(setq newx (- new-x x-diff))
(if (< x temp-x-six)
(progn
(setq x-diff (- tempxsix x))
(setq x (+ x x-diff))
(setq new-x (+ newx xdiff))
(if (= x temp-xsix)
(setq x temp-xsix)
(if (> z temp-z.six)
(progn
(setq z-diff (- z terp-zsix))
(setq z(- z x diff))
(setq newz (- new-z z-diff))
(if (< z tenp_zsix)
(progn
(selq zdiff (- temp-z-six z))
(setq z(+ x z-diff))
(setq newz (+ new-z z-diff))
(if (= z temp-z.six)
(setq ztemp-zsix)
(defun set_newvalue-axis ()
(if (= value 1)
(progn
(if (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x(- x trans))
(setq newx (- newx trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(- y trans))
(setq new-y (- new-y trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn(setq z (- z trans))
(setq newz (- newz trans))
(if (= value 2)
(progn
(if (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x (+ x trans))
(setq new-x (+ new-x trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(- y trans))(setq newy (- newy trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
(setq z(- z trans))
(setq new-z (- newz trans))
(if (= value 3)
(progn
(if (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x (+ x trans))
(setq newx (+ newx trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(+ y trans))
(setq new-y (+ new-y trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
(setq z(- z trans))
(setq new-z (- new-z trans))
(if (= value 4)
(progn
(if (= axis 1)
(setq x(-5 xftrns))
(setq news- (- newy x trans))
(I (= axi 2)
(progn
(setq y(+ y trans))
(setq new-y (- new-y trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
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(setq z(- z trans))
(setq new-z (- newz trans))
(if (= value 5)
(progn(if (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x(- x trans))
(setq new-x (- new-x trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(- y trans))
(setq new-y (- newS trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
(setq z(+ z trans))
(setq new-z (+ new-z trans))
(if (= value 6)
(progn
(I (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x(+ x trans))
(setq new-x (+ newx trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(- y trans))
(setq new-y (- new- trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
(setq z(+ z trans))
(setq new-z (+ new-z trans))
(if (= value 7)
(progn
(if (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x(+ x trans))
(setq newx (+ newx trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(+ y trans))
(setq new-y (+ new-y trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
(setq z (+ z trans))
(setq new-z (+ new-z trans))
(if (= value 8)
(progn
(if (= axis 1)
(progn
(setq x(- x trans))
(setq new-x (- new-x trans))
(if (= axis 2)
(progn
(setq y(+ y trans))
(setq newy (+ new-y trans))
(if (= axis 3)
(progn
(setq z(+ z trans))
(setq new-z (+ new-z trans))
(defun set-trans (/
(setq trans (rand16))
(setq trans (/ trans 4096))
(setq trans (+ trans 1))
(setq trans (* trans 1))
(defun setaxis (/
(setq axis (rand16))
(setq axis (/ axis 10923))
(setq axis (+ axis 1))
(defun set-newvalue (/)
(if (= value 7)
(progn
(setq new -x (+ x xj- ength))
(setq new-y (+ y ytength))
(setq new-z (+ z z-length))
(if (= value 8)
(progn(setq new-x (- x xjlength))
(setq newj (+ y y-length))
(setq new-z (+ z zjlength))
(it (= value 6)
(progn
(setq newx (+ x xjlength))
(setq new-y (- y yjlength))
(setq new-z (+ z z-fength))
(if (= value 3)
(progn
(setq new x (+ x xLlength))
(setq new-y (+ y y-length))
(setq new-z (- z zjlength))
(if (= value 5)
(progn
(setq new (- x xjlength))
(setq newy (-y y-length))
(setq new-z (+ z zjlength))
(if (= value 2)
(progn
(setq newx (+ x xjlength))
(setq new-y (-y yjength))
(setq newz (- z zjlength))
(if (= value 4)
(progn
(setq new-x (- x xlength))
(setq new-y (+ y ytlength))
(setq new-z (- z zilength))
(if (= value 1)
(progn
(setq newx (- x xjlength))
(setq new-y (- y ylength))
(setq new-z (- z z-length))
(defun set-ground (/
(if (= set-ground "y"
(if (< z1_y z2_y)
(setq xinit (- xinit z1-y))
(setq x-init (- _inft z2_y))
(defun c:in (0 (interface)
(defun interface (/
(setq what next 5)
(setq slider1 "20")
(setq slider2 "1000")
(setq slider3 "20")
(setq slider9 "1000")
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(setq squares '1")
(setq dcLid (load-dialog "interface.dcr))
(while (< 2 what-next)
(if (not (new-dialog 'interface" dcl-id)) (exit)
(action tile "boxinfol"'(slider actionI $value $reason)"
(actionjtile 'sliderinfol"'(ebox.action1 $value $reason)"
(actiontile boxinfo2" '(slider-action2 $value $reason)")
(actionhtile 'sliderinfo2"'(ebox-action2 $value $reason)")
(actiontile "boxinfo3"'(slider-action3 $value $reason)"
(action tile "sliderinto3""(eboxaction3 $value $reason)")
(action.tile "boxinfo9"'(slider-action9 $value $reason)"
(action-tile "sliderinfo9"'(ebox-action9 $value $reason)")
(actionjtile "squares"'(setq squares $value)")
(actiontile 'pick-line"'(done-dialog 4)")
(action-tile 'accept" (done-dialog)")
(setq whatjnext (start-dialog))
(cond
((= what-next 4)
(setq p1 (getpoint " Click for first point of line"))
(setq lp2 (getpoint "\nClick for second point of line"))
(start dialog)
(unload-dialog dcliid)(setq n (atof squares))
(setq h(atof slider1))
(setq tIx (atof slider2))
(setq t-y (atol slider3))
(setq t-line (atof slider9))
(defun slider action1 (val why)
(I (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "sliderinfol" val)
(setq slider1 val)
(defun ebox actionI (val why)
(U (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "boxinfol"vat)
(setq slider1 val)
(defun slider-action2 (val why)
(If (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile 'sidlerinfo2" val)
(setq slider2 vat)
(defun ebox action2 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(seLttile "boxinfo2" val)
(setq slider2 val)
(defun slidersaction3 (val why)
(i (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "sliderinfo3 val)
(setq slider3 vat)
(defun ebox action3 (val why)
(U (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile 'boxinfo3"val)
(setq slider3 vat)
(defun slider-action9 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(setjile "sliderinfo9"vat)
(setq slider9 val)
(defun eboxsaction9 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile 'boxinfo9" va)
(setq slider9 val)
(defun i terface_2 (/)
(setq what next 5)
(setq slider1 "20")
(setq slider2 '1000")
(setq slider3 '20")
(setq slider9 '1000")
(setq squares '1")
(i (< (setq dcl-id (loaddialog 'interface.dcl")) 0) (exit)
(while (< 1 what-next)
(new-dalog 'interface" dcLid)
(actionjile "button_1"'(line)")
(action-tile 'button_2""(grid)")(actionjtile "button_3" '(envelope)")
(actionjtile "button_4""(object)")
(action tile 'squares"'(setq squares $value)")
(action tile "accept"'(done-dialog)")
(cond
((= what-nexti 3) (line)
(I (= 3 what-next1)
(setq whaLnext (starLdialog)))) (t (setq what-next
(starLdialog))
(cond
((= what next 2)
(setq l1 (getpoint '"ick for first point of line"))
(setq 52 (getpoint "\nClick for second point of line"))
(start dialog)
(setq n (atof squares))
(setq h (atof sflider1))
(setq tLx (atof slider2))
(setq tLy (atot slider3))(setq t-line (alof slider9))
(defun slidersaction4 (val why)
(I (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(settile 'sliderinfo4" val)
(setq slider3 val)
(defun eboxsaction4 (val why)
(U (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "boxinfo4" val)
(setq slider3 val)
(defun slideraction5 (val why)
(U (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "sliderinfo5"val)
(setq slider3 vat)
(defun eboxsaction5 (val why)
(i (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set tile "boxinfo5" vat)
(setq slider3 val)
(defun slideraction6 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set tile 'sliderinfo6" val)
(setq slider3 va)
(defun eboxsaction6 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(settile "boxinfo6" val)
(setq slider3 val)
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(defun slider action7 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "sliderinfo7"val)
(setq slider3 val)
(defun ebox action7 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "boxifo7" val)
(setq slider3 val)
(defun slider-action8 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile 'sliderinfo8" val)
(setq slider3 val)
(def un ebox-action8 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set tile "boxinfo8" val)
(setq slider3 val)
(defun slider actionlO (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "sliderinfol(" val)
(setq slider9 val)
(defun ebox actionlO (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(seLtile "boxinfolO" val)
(setq slider9 va)
(defun slider-action1 1 (val why)
(if (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set ile 'sliderinfol 1"val)
(setq slider9 val)
(defun ebox-actionl 1 (val why)
(I (or (= why 2) (= why 1))
(progn
(set-tile "boxinfol1" val)
(setq slider9 val)
(defun line(/
(setq dcLid (loaddialog "line.dcr))
(if (not (new-dialog'line"dcLid)) (exit)
(action-ile "boxinfo9""(slideraction9 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "sliderinfo9""(ebox-action9 $value $reason)")
(action tile "linex_1""(setq line-x_1 $value)")
(action tile "inex-2""(setq line-x_2 $value)")
(actiontile "line-yl""(setq line-y1 $value)")
(action tile "line-y2" "(setq line-y.2 $value)")
(actionile 'pickline""(done dialog 3)")
(setq what-next1 (startdialog)) (if (= 3 what-next1) (done-dialog 2))
(defun grid(/
(setq dclid (load-dialog "grid.dcr))
(I (not (newdialog "grid"dcLid)) (exit)(action-ile "boxinfol" "(slider-actioni $value $reason)")
(action tile "sliderinfol""(ebox-actioni $value $reason)")
(actiontile "boxinfo2""(slideraction2 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "sliderinfo2""(eboxaction2 $value $reason)")
(action-ile "boxinfo3" '(slider action3 $value $reason)")
(actiontile "sliderinfo3"'(ebox action3 $value $reason)")
(action tile "boxinfo4""(slider-action4 $value $reason)")
(actiontile "sliderinfo4""(ebox-action4 $value $reason)")
(actiontile "boxinfo5""(slider-action5 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "sliderinfo5""(ebox-action5 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "boxinfo6""(slider-action6 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "sliderinfo6""(ebox-acton6 $value $reason)")
(actiontile "hide-air "(done-dialog 3)")
(setq what-next1 (start-dialog)) (if (= 3 what-next1) (done-dialog 2))
(defun envelope(/
(setq dcl id (load-dialog "envelope.dcr))
(if (not (new-dialog "envelope" dcl-id)) (exit))
(action-tile "boxinfo7""(slider-action7 $value $reason)")(actiontile "sliderinfo7""(ebox-action7 $value $reason)")
(action tile "pick-edges""(done-dialog 4)")
(actiontile "envx_1" '(setq env-x_1 $value)"
(action-tile "envsx_2""(setq env-x_2 $value)")
(action-tile "envyl""(setq env-y_1 $value)")
(actiontile "env-y_2 "(setq env-y_2 $value)")(setq what-next1 (startLdialog)) (if (= 3 what-next1) (done-dialog 2))
(defun object(/)
(setq dcid (loaddialog "object.dcr))
(if (not (new dialog"object" dclid)) (exit))
(action-tile "boxinfo8""(slider action8 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "sliderinfo8""(ebox-action8 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "boxinfol0""(slider-actionlO $value $reason)")
(action_tile "sliderinfo1""(ebox-action1O $value $reason)")(action-tile "boxinfol 1""(slider-actioni 1 $value $reason)")
(action-tile "sliderinfol 1""(ebox actionl 1 $value $reason)"
(actiontile "hide-alr "(done-dialog 3)")
(setq whatnext1 (start dialog))
(if (= 3 whatnextI)
(done dialog 2)
gp-boxl :dialog { label= "Grouped transformations";:
boxedradio row ( label ='Tiled Shape";
radio button (
label = "&Polygon";
key = "gp-poly;
radio button
label = "&Circle";
key = "g-circ";
value ="1";
edit box
label ="&Radius of tile";
key = "gptrad";
edifwidth = 6;
editbox
label = &Spacing between tiles";
key = "gp~spac";
editwidth = 4;
row{
spacer (width =1;)
button{
label= "OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixed width = true;
button
label= "Cancer;
iscancel = true;
key ="cancer;
width = 8;
fixed width = true;
spacer (width =1;)
(defun chooser (/n var obj tr)
(setq n (getreal "Set number of objects you want to transform:")
(setq var 1)
(while var
(if (= var 1)
(progn
(setq obj1 (entsel "Please choose an object:"))
(setq tr (getstring "Pick type of transformation:"))
(cond
((= tr "c") (setq c1 obj1) (setq C 1))
((= tr "m") (setq ml obj1) (setq M 1) (setq xyz-jirstobj
(getpoint "Please choose point on object by CENTER orEND")))
((= tr"s") (setq sl objI) (setq S 1))
((= tr "f") (setq fI obji) (setq F 1))
((= tr "r") (setq r1 obji) (setq R 1))
(p (print "Invalid variable"))
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(if (= var 2)
(progn
(setq obj2 (entsel "Please choose an object:"))
(setq tr (getstring "Pick type of transformation:"))
(cond((= tr "c") (setq c2 obj2) (setq C 2))((= tr "m") (setq m2 obj2) (setq M 2) (setq xyz-seconobj
(getpoint "Please choose point on object by CENTER orEND ")))((= tr"s") (setq s2 obj2) (setq S 2))((= tr "f") (setq f2 obj2) (setq F 2))((= tr "f) (setq 1 obj2) (setq R 2))
(p (print "Invalid variable"))
(i (= var 3)
(progn
(setq obj3 (entsel "Please choose an object:"))
(setq tr (getstring "Pick type of transformation:"))
(cond((= tr "c") (setq c3 obj3) (setq C 3))
((= tr"m") (setq m3 obj3) (setq M 3) (setq xyzithird-object
(getpoint "Please choose point on object by CENTER or END ")))((= tr "s") (setq s3 obj3) (setq S 3))((= tr "f") (setq f3 obj3) (setq F 3))((= tr "r") (setq r3 obj3) (setq R 3))
(p (print "Invalid variable"))
(if (=var 4)
(progn
(setq obj4 (entsel "Please choose an object:"))
(setq tr (getstring "Pid type of transformation:"))
(cond((= tr "c") (setq c4 obj4) (setq C 4))((= tr "m") (setq m4 obj4) (setq M 4) (setq xyzfourt-object
(getpoint "Please choose point on object by CENTER or END ")))((= tr "s") (setq s4 obj4) (setq S 4))((= tr"f") (setq 4 obj4) (setq F 4))((= tr "Y) (setq r4 obj4) (setq R 4))
(p (print "Invalid variable"))
(it (=var 5)
(progn
(setq obj5 (entsel"Please choose an object:"))
(setq tr (getstring "Pick type of transformation:"))
(cond((= tr "c") (setq c5 obj5) (setq C 5))((= tr "m") (setq m5 obj5) (setq M 5) (setq xyzfifthsobject
(getpoint "Please choose point on object by CENTER or END")))
((= tr "s") (setq s5 obj5) (setq S 5))((= tr "f") (setq f5 obj5) (setq F 5))
((= tr "r") (setq r5 obj5) (setq R 5))
(p (print "Invalid variable"))
(setq var (+ var1) )
(if (> var n)
(setq var nil)
(if (= var nil)
(bound)
(defunbound (/)
(setq rtfirst-comer (getpoint "first comer of boundary:"))
(setq rtthird-comer (getpoint "second point of boundary: "))
(setq height (getreal "height? ))
(setq rtsecon-comer (list (car t-first-comer) (cadr rt-thirdscomer)))
(setq rtLfourt-corner (list (car rtthird-comer) (cadr tfirst-comer)))
(command "pline" rtfirst-comer rt-secon.comer rtthird-comer
rt-fourtcomer "c")
(setq outline (entlast))
(command "extrude" outline " height )
(setq rt (entlast))
(setq xfirstpoint (car tLfirst-comer))
(setq x-thirdpoint (car rt-thirdscorner))
(setq yjfirst-point (cadr t-first-comer))
(setq y-third-point (cadr rt thirdcomer))
(if (>xfirstpoint xjthirdpoint)
(progn
(setq X (- x-first-point xjthird-point))
(setq x-dist (+ x-third-point V X 2)))
(if (> xithird-point x-firstpoint)
(progn
(setq X (- x-third-point x-first-point))
(setq x-dist (+ x-first-point q X 2)))
(if (> yfirst-point yjthird-point)
(progn
(setqY (- yfirst-point y-thirdpoint))
(setq yist (+ ythirdpoint (/Y 2)))
(if (> ythird-point yfirstpoint)
(progn
(setq Y (- ythird_point yiirstpoint))
(setq y-dist (+ yfirstpoint VY 2)))
(search)
(def un search (/)
(if V= C nil)
(cutter)
(if (l= M nil)
(mover)
(if (/= S nil)
(stretcher)
(if (l= F nil)
(fitter)
(if V= R nil)
(random)
(defun mover (/ xfirst-obj yfirstobj ysubfirst y-addfirst)
(if (/=m1 nil)
(progn
(if (> XY)(progn
(setq x-first-obj (car xyz.first~obj))
(setq yfirstob (cadr xyzfirstobj))
(id (> yfirst-obj y-dist)
(progn
(setq ysubjfirst (- yfirst-obj y-dist))
(command "move" ml "(list 0 0 0) (list 0 (-0 y.subjfirst) 0))
(if (< yjirstobj y.dist)
(progn
(setq yaddlfirst (- y-dist yfirst-obj))
(command "move" ml '(list 0 0 0) (list 0 y.addfirst 0))
(d (<XY)(progn
(setq x-first-obj (car xyzjirst obj))
(setq y first~obj (cadr xyzjirstobj))
(if (> xfirst-obj x-dist)(progn
(setq x-sub first (- xifirstLobj x-dist))
(command "move" ml - (list 0 0 0) (list (-0 x-subfirst) 0 0))
(if (< x-firsLobj xLdist)
(progn
(setq x-addfirst (- x-dist x-first-obj))
(command "move" ml (list 0 0 0) (list xaddfirst 0 0))
(setq ml nil)
(if (/= m2 nil)
(progn
(i (> XY)
(progn(setq xLsecon-ob (car xyz-secon-obj))
(setq y-seconobj (cadr xyzwsecon-obj))
(if (> y-seconobj ysdist)
(progn
(setq y-subsecon (- y-secon-obj y-dist))
(command "move" m2 - (list 0 0 0) (list 0 (- 0 y-subsecon) 0))
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(if (< y-secon ob y-dist)
(progn
(setq y-add~secon (- y-dist ysecon-obj))(command "move" m2 " (list 0 0 0) (list 0 y-add~secon 0))
(i (< XY)(progn
(setq x-secon obj (car xyzsecon-obj))
(setq ysecon-obj (cadr xyzsecon-obj))
(if (> x-secon-obj x-dist)
(progn
(setq x-sub-secon (- x-secon.obj x-dist))
(command "move" m2 " (list 0 0 0) (list (- 0 x-sub-secon) 0 0))
(it (< x-secon obj x-dist)
(progn(setq x-add-secon (- x_dist xsecon_obj))
(command "move"m2 " (list 0 0 0) (list x add secon 0 0))
(setq m2 nil)
(it (/= m3 nil)
(progn
(if (> XY)(progn
(setq xjthird~obi (car xyzthird-obj))(setq y-thirdobj (cadr xyzjhird-obj))
(it (> y-third-obj y-dist)
(progn
(setq ysubtiird (- ythird-obj y-dist))
(command 'move" m3 - (list 0 0 0) (list 0 (-0 y-subthird) 0))
(it (< yjhircobj ysdist)
(progn
(setq yadd-third (- y-dist ythiirdobj))
(command "move"m3 - (list 0 0 0) (list 0 y-addjthird 0))
(if (<X Y)(progn
(setq xjthirdobj (car xyzthird_ob)
(setq y-thirdobj (cadr xyz-jhirdobj))
(if (> x-third-ob x-dist)
(progn
(setq x-subjthird (- x-third~obj xdist))
(command 'move" m3 - (list 0 0 0) (list (-0 x-sub third) 0 0))
(it (< xobj X1)
(progn
(setq xeaddjthird (- x-dist x-thirdobj))
(command 'move"m3 "(list 0 0 0) (list xadd third 0 0))
(setq m3 nil)
(if (/= m4 ni)
(progn
(it (> XY)(progn
(setq xfourt obj (car xyzfourLobi))
(setq yfourtLobj (cadr xyziourtobj))
(id (> y-fourtobj y-dist)
(progn
(setq ysub fourt (- yjourt-obj y-dist))
(command 'move" m4 - (list 0 0 0) (list 0 (-0 y-sub-furt) 0))
(if (< yifourt obj y-dist)
(progn
(setq y-addjfourt (- y-dist yfourt-obj))
(command 'move" m4 - (list 0 0 0) (list 0 y-addfourt 0))
(it (< XY)
(progn
(setq x-fourt~obj (car xyzifourtobj))
(setq yifourt-obj (cadr xyz-jourtobj))
(it (> xjfourtLobj x-dist)
(progn
(setq xsubjfourt (- xLfourtobj x-dist))
(command "move" m4 - (list 0 0 0) (list (- 0 xsub fourt) 0 0))
(it (< x-fourt-obi x-dist)
(progn
(setq xLaddfourt (- x-dist x-fourtobj))
(command 'move" m4 " (list 0 0 0) (list x-addfourt 0 0))
(setq m4 nil)
(if (/= m5 nil)
(progn
(i (> XY)
(progn
(setq xlfifth-obj (car xyzfifth-obj))
(setq y fitth obi (cadr xyzfilth obj))
(if (> yfifth-obj y-dist)
(progn
(setq y-sub fifth (- ytith-obj y-dist))
(command 'move" m5 - (list 0 0 0) (list 0 (-0 ysub-fifth) 0))
(if (< yfifth-obj y-dist)
(progn
(setq yadd_fifth (- y-dist yfifth obj)
(command'move"m5 -(list 0 0 0) (list 0 y-addtifth 0))
(if(< XY)
(progn
(setq xfi fth-obj (car xyzifth-obj))
(setq yfifth-obj (cadr xyzfifth obj)
(iW (>xfithobj x-dist)
(progn
(setq x subfifth (- x-fifthobj x-dist))
(command 'move" m5 * (list 0 0 0) (list 0 (-0 x-subtfifth) 0))
(if (< xfifthobj x-dist)
(progn
(setq x-addtfifth (- x-dist xf ilth-obj))
(command "move" m5 - (list 0 0 0) (list x-add-fifth 0 0))
(setq m5 nil)
(setq M nil)
(search)
(defun cutter (1)
(setq el (c1 c2 c3 c4 c5))
(setq a l)
(while a
(setq e (car el))
(it (= e nil)
(progn
(setq e (cadr el))
(it (= e nil)
(progn
(setq e (caddr el))
(it (= e nil)
(progn
(setq e (car (cdr (cdr (cdr el)))))
(if (= e ni)
(progn
(setq e(car (cdr (cdr (cdr (cdr el))))))
(i (= e nil)
(progn(setq C nil)
(search)
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(command "slice" e "3" rt_first-comer rt-seconcomer (list
x-1irst-point y.first-point height) rtthird-comer)
(command "slice" e "3"rt-seconcomer rt thirdcomer (list
xthirdpoint y-third-point height) rt-firstscomer)
(command "slice" ""3" rtthird comer rt-fourtcomer (list
xthirdpoint yjhirdpoint height) rt-first-comer)
(command "slice" e ""3"rt_firstcomer rttourtcorner (list
xafirst-point yfirstpoint height) rt-secon comer)
(command "slice" e "'3"rtfirst comer rt-secon-comer
rt-third comer (list (car rt-first-comer) (cadr tjfirst.comer) height))
(command "slice" e ""3" (list (car rt~first-comer) (cadr
rtfirst-comer) height) Olist (car rtiseconcomer) (cadr
rt-secon-comer) height) (list (car rt-third-comer) (cadr rt-thirdscomer)
height) rLfirstfcorner)
(setq el (cdr el))
(if (= elil)
(setq a nil)
(setq c1 nil)
(setq c2 nil)
(setq c3 nil)
(setq c4 nil)
(setq c5 nil)
(setq C nil)
(search)
interface : dialog
label= "Object Alignment";
boxedcolumn
edit box {
label ="&No of generations";
key ="squares";
edit width = 6;
toggle
key = "ground";
label ="Generate on ground";
value = "0";
boxed-column
label= "&Parameters";
button{
label ="Line...";
key ="button_1";
isdefault = true;
button
label ="Grid..";
key = "button2";
is-default = true;
button
label ="Envelope...";
key = "button3";
is-default = true;
button
label ="Objects..";
key = "button_4";
is default = true;
row
:spacer{
width = 1;)
button{
label= "OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixedwidth = true;
is_defaut = true;
button
label= "Cancer;
is-cancel= true;
key = "cancer;
width =8;
f ixedwidth = true;
spacer { width = 1;)
line: dialog {
label = "Line Parameters";
boxed column (
label = "Position";
button {
label ="&Pick line <";
key = "pickline";
alignment = centered;
fixed width = true;
:row{
:text{
label ="First Point:";
row
edit box
label =":;
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key = "line_1.x";
editwidth = 8;
edit-box {
label =Y:";
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key = "line_1_y;
edit width = 8;
row
text
label ="Second Point:";
row (
edit box{
label ="X;
aligenment = right;
value = "30000";
key = "line_2_x";
edit width = 8;
editbox(
label ="Y:";
aligenment = right;
value ="30000";
key = "lineZy";
editLwidth = 8;
boxedcolumn{
label = "Definition";
:row{
:text(
label ="Flex for X-Y";
slider (
min_value =0;
maxvalue = 10;
value = "10";
key = "sliderinfo9";
width = 10;
fixed-width = true;
edit_box{
aligenment = right;
value = "10";
key ="boxinfo9";
edit width = 2;
row
:spacer ( width= 1;}
button{
label ="OK";
key = "accept;"
width = 8;
fixed-width = true;
is default = true;
button
label =Cancer;
isacancel= true;
key ="cancer;
width = 8;
fixed-width = true;
spacer ( width = 1;)
object: dialog
label ='Object Parameters";
boxed-radio-column (
label ='Parameters";
toggle I
key = 'assoc-box";
label= Associate to grid";
value =0";
ediLbox{
label "Unit Length <1-4>";
value ="1;
key = "unit-box";
editwidth = 2;
: boxed column {
label ="Definiton";
row(
text
label =Flex for X-X";
slider
min-value = 0;
maxvalue = 10;
value = "10";
key = 'sliderinfo8";
width = 10;
fixeCwidth = true;
edit box
aligenment = right;
value = "10";
key = 'boxinfo8";
edit width = 2;
:row{
text
label= "Flex for Y-Y";
slider (
minvalue = 0;
max-value = 10;
value = "10";
key = 'sliderinfol0";
width = 10;
fixedwidth = true;
ediLbox {
value = 10";
key = "boxinfo1O";
editwidth = 2;
row
text {
label =Flex for Z-Z";
slider
min-value = 0;
max-value = 10;
value =10";
key = "sliderinfol 1";
width = 10;
fixed width = true;
edit box{
value ="10"
key ="boxinfol1";
editwidth = 2;
row {
: spacer (width =1;)
: button {
label= 'OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixed width = true;
is-defauft = true;
: button (
label = "Cance";
is-cancel = true;
key ='cancer;
width = 8;
fixedwidth = true;
spacer ( width = 1;
grid: dialog
label= 'Grid Parameters";
boxedcolumn {
label= 'Spacing";
row (
text
label= 'Unit for X-X";
slider
minvalue = 1;
max-value = 16;
value = 1";
key = "sliderinfol";
aligenment = right;
width = 10;
fixed width = true;
:editbox(
aligenment = right;
value = '1";
key ="boxinfol";
edit-width = 2;
row(
text
label= 'Unit for Y-Y";
slider
minvalue = 1;
max-value = 16;
value ="1";
key = 'slidlerinfo2;
aligenment = right;
width = 10;
fixed-width = true;
edit-box(
aligenment = right;
value = "1";
key = 'boxinfo2";
editwidth = 2;
:row{
text
label= 'Unit for Z-Z";
slider(
miLvalue = 1;
maxvalue = 16;
value = '1";
key = 'sliderinbo3";
aligenment = right;
width = 10;
f ixedwidth = true;
editbox
aligenment = right;
value = '1";
key = "boxinfo3";
edit-width = 2;
boxedcolumn {
label= "Flexibility";
row
text
label="Flex for X-X";
slider
mintvalue = 0;
max_value = 10;
value = '10";
key = 'sliderinfo4";
width = 10;
f ixedwidth = true;
edit box
aligenment = right;
value = '10";
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key = "boxinfo4";
edit_width = 2;
row{
text
label= "Flex for Y-Y";
slider
min-value = 0;
maxvalue = 10;
value = "10";
key = "sliderinfo5";
width = 10;
fixedwidth = true;
editbox
value ="10";
key = "boxinfo5";
edit width = 2;
row (
text {
label ="Flex for Z-Z";
slider (
min-value = 0;
maxvalue = 10;
value ="10";
key = "sliderinfo6";
width = 10;
fixedwidth = true;
editbox {
value ="10";
key = "boxinfo6";
edit width = 2;
row (
:spacer { width =1;)
button
label= "OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixedywidth = true;
is-deaut = true;
button
label= "Cancer;
iscancel = true;
key = 'cancer;
width = 8;
fixed-width = true;
spacer ( width = 1;)
envelope : dialog
label ="Envelope Parameters";
boxed column {
label ="Position";
button {
label ="&Pick edges <";
key = 'pickedges";
alignment = centered;
fixed-width = true;
row(
text (
label= "First Point:";
row {
editbox (
label= X";
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key ="env_1_x";
editwidh = 8;
edit-box (
label= Y:";
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key = "env_1_Y;
edit-width = 8;
row
text{
label ="Second Point:";
row{
edit-box {
label="X:";
aligenment = right;
value = "30000";
key = "env_2x";
edit-width = 8;
edit box {
label="Y:";
aligenment = right;
value = "30000";
key = "env_2-y";
edit-width = 8;
boxedscolumn
label ="Definiton";
row{
text {
label="Flex for X-Y";
:slider(
minyvalue =0;
max-value = 10;
value = "10";
key = "sliderinfo7";
width= 10;
ftxedwidth = true;
edit box(
aligenment = right;
value = "10";
key ="boxinfo7";
edit width = 2;
radio row (
radio button
label= "&lnclude";
key ="Include";
radio-button
label ="&Exclude";
key = "Exclude";
row
spacer ( width = 1;}
button {
label="OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixedwidth = true;
isdefauft = true;
button
label="Cancer;
iscancel = true;
key ="cancer;
width = 8;
fixe dwidth = true;
spacer ( width =1;)
post: dialog
label= "Post Generation Contror;
radiorow (
radio button
label="&Group";
key ="Include";
radio_button {
label = "&Ungroup";
key = "Exclude";
button
label ="&Pick objects <";
key = "pick-line";
alignment = centered;
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fixed width = true;
boxedcolumn
label = "&Transformations";
:button
label="Align...";
key = "button_1";
is-default = true;
:button
label= "Scale..";
key = "button_2";
is_defauft = true;
:button
label="Rotate...;
key ="buttonj";
isdefault = true;
:button
label='"Slice...;
key = "button_4";
is-defauflt = true;
row
: spacer ( width = 1; }
button {
label= "OK";
key ="accept";
width =8;
fixedwidth = true;
isdefault = true;
button
label ="Cancer;
is_cancel = true;
key ="cancer;
width = 8;
fixed-width = true;
spacer ( width = 1;}
align: dialog
label="Aign";
:button {
label ="&Pick Envelope <";
key = "pidline";
alignment = centered;
fixed width = true;
: boxed column
label="&Variables";
:row (
text
label ="First Point:";
row{
edit-box
label="X"
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key = "line_1_x";
editwidth = 8;
:editbox{
label= "Y:";
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key ="line_1_y";
edit-width = 8;
:row{
text
label ="Second Point:";
: row(
editbox
label= "X:";
aligenment = right;
value ="30000";
key = "line_2_x";
edit width = 8;
editbox
label "Y:";
aligenment = right;
value ="30000";
key = "line_2_";
edit width =8;
row{
edit-box
label= "Height:";
value ="30000";
key= "ie 2x";
edit-width = 2;
row {
spacer (width =1; }
button
label= "OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixed width = true;
isdefault = true;
button
label= "Cancer;
iscancel = true;
key = "cancer;
width = 8;
fixed.width = true;
spacer ( width = 1;)
scale: dialog
label ="Scale";
button {
label = "&Reference Point <";
key = "pick line";
alignment = centered;
fixedwidth = true;
boxedcolumn
label= "&Variables";
row
edit-box
label="X:";
aligenment = right;
value ="1000";
key="line_1-x";
editwidth = 8;
edit-box
label="Y:";
aligenment = right;
value = "1000";
key = "ine_1y";
editwidth = 8;
row
editbox
label= "Scale Factor";
value ="30000";
key = "line_2_x";
edit-width = 2;
row
spacer ( width = 1;)
button {
label= "OK";
key = "accept";
width = 8;
fixed-width = true;
is default = true;
button
label = "Cancer;
iscancel= true;
key ="cancer;
width = 8;
fixed-width = true;
spacer { width = 1;}
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